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�����
and �
	 , to monitor the level
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�����

index measures the strength of the equatorial ring current,
while the �
	 index records the activity more globally than

�����
. Paper II examines the response

of these indices to different types of solar wind structures.
Paper III investigates the solar wind causes of intense (

��������������
nT) magnetic storms

that occurred between 1997–2002. Particularly, the importance of sheath regions and magnetic
clouds as storm drivers is examined. The high- and low-latitude responses are analyzed in detail
for four events using several magnetic activity indices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 EARLY OBSERVATIONS

The Sun is the fundamental cause of various disturbances in the near-Earth space environ-
ment. Variable conditions on the Sun, in the interplanetary space and in the magnetosphere-
ionosphere-thermosphere system that can influence the performance and reliability of modern
technological systems and even endanger human life and health are today referred to as space
weather. The term magnetic storm has been coined to describe the most disturbed intervals of
the magnetosphere during which a global decrease in the horizontal component of the Earth’s
magnetic field is observed. One of the most spectacular early events demonstrating the link
between the Sun and the magnetic activity on the Earth was the great flare on September 1,
1859 witnessed by Richard Carrington and many other observers. Only 17 hours later one of
the strongest magnetic storms ever recorded took place with auroras seen as far south as Cuba
(Meadows, 1970; Tsurutani et al., 2003; Cliver and Svalgaard, 2004).

In the mid-19th century a network of magnetometer stations made possible frequent mon-
itoring of magnetic activity. The systematic observations of sunspots by Heinrich Schwabe and
Rudolf Wolf revealed the 11-year variation in solar activity and in 1852 Edward Sabine found
a connection between the sunspot cycle and geomagnetic activity. The outermost layer of the
Sun, the corona, expands into the interplanetary space forming a stream of ionized gas called
the solar wind. The theory of a continuous solar wind was presented by Parker in 1958 and its
existence was confirmed a few years later by satellite observations (e.g. Neugebauer and Sny-
der, 1962). The solar wind carries the Sun’s magnetic field throughout the solar system forming
the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF).

The interaction between the solar wind and the terrestrial magnetic field creates a large
cavity that was named the magnetosphere by Gold (1959) (Figure 1.1). The magnetopause is the
boundary layer formed between the magnetosphere and the solar wind (the dashed line in Figure
1.1). Solar wind compresses the dayside magnetopause to about 10 Earth radii ( -/. ) and on the
nightside tangential stresses extend the tail of the magnetosphere to several hundred Earth radii.
The magnetotail is composed of two low-density tail lobes occupied by bundles of antiparallel
field lines that are separated by a plasma sheet. The plasma sheet contains hot (in the keV
range) and relatively denser plasma (0.1-1 cm 021 ) than the tail lobes. Supersonically flowing
solar wind is compressed and slowed at the bow shock that is a standing shock in the solar wind
located around 14 -$. upstream from the center of the Earth (the thick line in Figure 1.1). The
region of shocked solar wind plasma between the bow shock and the magnetopause is called the
magnetosheath. There the plasma is deflected around the magnetopause and accelerated back
to the solar wind speed.

The first theories of magnetic storms were established at the beginning of the 20th cen-
tury. The depressions in the terrestrial magnetic field observed during magnetic storms were
explained by means of electrical currents flowing near the equatorial plane of the Earth (Chap-
man, 1919). Chapman’s original theory was later refined by a series of papers by Chapman and
Ferraro (1930, 1931, 1932). They proposed that transient electrically neutral streams of charged
particles from solar flares eventually become trapped in the magnetic field of the Earth, forming
a ring of current.
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Figure 1.1. Magnetosphere.

1.2 CORONAL MASS EJECTIONS

Solar flares were considered as the main cause of magnetic storms for several decades. The
central role of flares became questioned after 1970s when the white-light observations by a
coronagraph onboard OSO-7 revealed a new type of solar eruption (Tousey, 1973), later named
"coronal mass ejection" (CME) (Gosling et al. 1975; Burlaga et al. 1982). Hundhausen et
al. (1984) defined a CME as "An observable change in coronal structure that (1) occurs on a
timescale between a few minutes and several hours and (2) involves the appearance of a new,
discrete bright white-light feature in the coronagraph field of view". It is important to note
that the term CME stresses only the observational aspect and does not include an interpretation
about the feature itself or its origin (Schwenn, 1996). CMEs hurl 3�4'57698:3�4;5=< kg of solar
material into the interplanetary space with the speed ranging from 200 to 2000 km/s. Fast CMEs
decelerate and slow CMEs accelerate toward the ambient solar wind speed. After OSO-7 several
coronagraphs, e.g. Skylab (May 1973 - Feb 1974), Solwind (Nov, 1979 - Sep, 1985), and SMM
(Feb-Nov, 1980 and Jun, 1984 - Nov, 1989), have observed thousands of CMEs. The Large
Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO; Brueckner et al., 1995) was launched onboard
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO; Domingo et al., 1995) spacecraft on December 2,
1995. LASCO consists of three overlapping coronagraphs, C1 (not operating since June 1998),
C2 and C3. The fields of view range between 1.7-6.0 solar radii ( >@? ) for C2 and 3.7-32.0 >A?
for C3.

The coronagraph, invented by B. Lyot in the 1930s, records white light from the photo-
sphere that has been Thomson-scattered from electrons in the corona. A coronagraph image
provides the projection of the coronal electron density structure onto the plane of the sky. The
brightness at a given point in an image is an integral of the scattered light along the line of sight.
The integral is dominated by light scattered near the plane of the sky where the intensity of the
photospheric radiation and the density of scattering electrons are highest.

The left part of Figure 1.2 shows a CME that left the Sun near the western limb. The
classical three part structure is visible: A bright outer rim is interpreted as a shell of dense
coronal plasma. The dark cavity contains a bright blob with a strong BDC emission line that has
been interpreted as solar prominence material. The apparent angular width and the apparent
position angle of a CME are defined as E�FHGJI 6 8KI 5 and LAEMGON=I 6QP I 5

RTS�U
, where I 5 and

I 6 are measured counterclockwise around the Sun from the solar north. SOHO orbits around
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Figure 1.2. CME on December 2, 2002 detected by the LASCO C2 coronagraph (left). Full
halo CME on July 16, 2002 (right).

the Lagrangian libration point L1. Earthward directed CMEs thus appear as expanding "halos"
(right panel of Figure 1.2) around the occulting disk of a coronagraph (Howard et al., 1982). A
CME is called a full halo if it completely surrounds the occulting disc ( V�W = 360 X ). A partial
halo is defined as having an apparent angular width larger than Y�Y[Z\X (St. Cyr et al., 2000).

CMEs are often associated with large solar flares (Kahler, 1992). Before the discovery of
CMEs this relation led to the so called “solar flare myth” (Gosling, 1993) stating that solar flares
have a key role in generating magnetic storms. It has been demonstrated in several studies in-
vestigating the relationship between full and partial halo CMEs, flares and interplanetary in situ
solar wind data that it is the CME associated plasma and magnetic field that, when impinging
on the Earth’s magnetosphere, cause magnetic storms (e.g. Gosling et al., 1991; Webb et al.,
2000; Richardson and Cane, 2003). Solar flares are classified according to their X-ray bright-
ness in the wavelength range from 0.1 to 0.8 nm. The categories and their peak flux ranges
are shown in Table 1.1. The B, C and M categories have nine subdivisions from 1 to 9. The
biggest flare ever recorded occurred on November 4, 2003 that saturated the X-ray detectors on
the NOAA’s GOES satellites. The size of the flare has been estimated an X28, twice as large as
any previously recorded flare. The associated CME left the Sun with the plane-of-the-sky speed
2657 km/s, but it was not Earth-directed.

Table 1.1 Flare peak magnitudes.

Class peak (W/m ] )
B ^
_MY�`&a2b
C Y�` a2b _c^
_MY�` aed
M Y�` aed _c^
_MY�` a�f
X ^
gMY�` a�f
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1.3 MAGNETOSPHERIC ACTIVITY

The first magnetospheric models considered the magnetopause as a closed boundary to the
solar wind. The closed model of the magnetosphere can explain many features such as the
shape of the magnetotail and the plasma convection pattern as a consequence of tangential drag.
However, the explanation of several processes, such as the easy access of solar wind particles
to polar caps and the strong dependence of the activity on the direction of the IMF, requires
the concept of an open magnetosphere. This section discusses how energy is transferred from
the solar wind, and presents the large-scale ionospheric and magnetospheric current systems as
well as magnetic storms and substorms.

1.3.1 Solar wind-magnetosphere coupling

The key mechanism in the coupling of the solar wind with the magnetosphere is magnetic
reconnection (Dungey, 1961). The idea of magnetic reconnection was first proposed in the
1940s by Giovanelli (1946) to explain particle acceleration in solar flares. The changes in
magnetic field in time due to convection and diffusion are described by the induction equation:

hei
h2j!kMlnmporqsm i9tvuxw lzy i|{ (1.1)

where
w

is the the magnetic diffusivity. The relative strength of convection and diffusion is
described by the magnetic Reynolds number, }$~ k������������ , where ��� is the local gradient
length scale and � the typical velocity. In a highly conductive plasma such as the solar wind
(at 1 AU }�~ is of the order of 10 �=�������;�7� ) the magnetic field is said to be “frozen-in” to
the motion of the plasma. When two initially separated plasma regions with opposite magnetic
field orientations come into contact with each other, a thin current sheet will form between them.
Magnetic reconnection refers to a quick restructuring of the magnetic field topology allowing a
sudden release of stored magnetic energy. In the first quantitative reconnection model by Sweet
and Parker (Parker, 1957; Sweet, 1958) magnetic field lines merge in a layer that is present along
the whole boundary between the opposing magnetic fields. However, the resulting reconnection
rate is much too slow, for example, to explain solar flares. Petchek (1964) improved the model
to give higher inflow speeds by introducing standing slow mode shocks that divert the flow to
the diffusion region outside of it.

When the IMF is directed southward a solar wind magnetic field line merges with a north-
ward directed terrestrial field line on the dayside magnetopause. Reconnection produces open
field lines with one end connected to the Earth and the other end carried tailward with the solar
wind. Finally, in the distant tail the field lines from the north and south tail lobes move toward
each other and reconnect again. A part of the solar wind electric field ( �9��� k � q ��� m i ��� )
is transmitted to the polar ionosphere along open field lines that are almost equipotentials. At the
ionospheric end a dawn to dusk-directed electric field drives the convection of the ionospheric
plasma. The plasma flows antisunward over the polar caps and returns within the auroral oval
creating a two cell convection pattern called DP-2 (Clauer and Kamide, 1985).

The solar wind - magnetosphere coupling is most efficient during the southward directed
IMF, but the energy transfer from the solar wind is maintained for all IMF orientations. For a
northward IMF, reconnection occurs at the high latitude dayside magnetopause and poleward of
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the cusp (e.g. Luhmann et al., 1984). Some energy ( � 10%) is also transferred due to viscous
interaction processes at all times (Axford and Hines, 1961).

The energy input efficiency from the solar wind to the magnetosphere is often described
by the epsilon parameter defined by Akasofu (1981). In SI units epsilon is given as:

� (W) �
���
�������2�;  (m/s) ¡@¢��  (T) £¥¤§¦©¨�ª¬«��®�¯±°r¢� (m) ² (1.2)

Epsilon is a function of solar wind velocity, and the IMF magnitude and direction ( ³µ´¶¦·«x�
¡�¸¹¶¡»º , in GSM coordinates). ° � ��¼[½�¾ is an empirically determined scale factor. Epsilon is
maximized for a strongly southward IMF and is very small for a northward IMF.

1.3.2 Magnetospheric current systems

Figure 1.3. Sketch of the large scale ionospheric and magnetospheric current systems. After
R.L. McPherron (1995)

Figure 1.3 presents various ionospheric and magnetospheric current systems. At the mag-
netopause solar wind ions and electrons are deflected to opposite directions by the Lorentz force
( ¿!�JÀ�Á ��Â ), creating the magnetopause current that is also called the Chapman-Ferraro cur-
rent. This current produces a magnetic field outside the magnetosphere that cancels the Earth’s
magnetic field. Just inside the magnetopause the magnetic field strength is doubled from the
dipole magnetic field at the same location.

In the near-Earth tail lobes the magnetic field strength is about 20 nT. The field lines point
sunward in the north lobe and anti-sunward in the south lobe. This field configuration requires
that a cross-tail current flow from dawn to dusk in the plasma sheet. The tail current connects
with the magnetopause current at the flanks of the tail.

The magnetic field in the Earth’s inner magnetosphere is nearly dipolar. The charged
particles spiral along magnetic field lines due to the Lorentz force, and experience also a drift
motion around the Earth due to the gradient and curvature forces. The particles trapped in the
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equatorial plane of the Earth form the so called Van Allen radiation belts. The inner belt is
located at a distance of about 1.1 - 3.3 ÃÅÄ from the center of the Earth and consists mainly of
protons between 0.1 - 40 MeV. The outer belt is located between about 3-9 Ã/Ä and contains
mainly electrons with energies ranging from keV’s to MeV’s. Electrons drift eastward and
positive ions westward, creating a westward current. The term ring current refers to the total
current flowing around the Earth. The ions in the energy range 20–200 keV provide the main
contribution to the ring current energy density. It is the injection and loss of these particles
during magnetic storms that determine ring current dynamics.

The conductivity in the ionosphere is finite and anisotropic. The Pedersen current flows
parallel to the ionospheric electric field and the Hall current perpendicular to the electric field,
opposite to the general Æ�ÇÉÈ -drift. The concentrations of the Hall current in the high conduc-
tivity auroral ovals are called convection electrojets.

Magnetospheric currents are coupled to the ionosphere through field-aligned currents
(FACs). The main FAC system in the magnetosphere is formed by two concentric regions
of currents that almost completely circle the Earth. (See, e.g., McPherron, 1991, for a very de-
tailed description of these FAC systems and their magnetospheric closure.). The higher latitude
current system is called the Region 1 (R1) current and the lower latitude current system the Re-
gion 2 (R2) current. The R1 current originates from the dawnside, magnetospheric low-latitude
boundary layer (LLBL), where it flows into the ionosphere at the poleward edge of the auroral
oval. Part of the current closes over the polar cap as a Pedersen current. There the current flows
out of the ionosphere and connects at the duskside LLBL. The remaining part of the R1 current
connects across the auroral oval. The closure of this current to the magnetosphere is through
the dawnside R2 current. The magnetospheric portion of the R2 current system is called partial
ring current that is the red current system in Figure 1.3. The duskside R2 current closes the
partial ring current to the auroral oval where the current flows as a Pedersen current through the
oval and finally closes as a R1 current to the duskside LLBL.

The polar cap has significantly lower conductivity than the auroral oval. As a consequence,
charges accumulate at the boundaries where the auroral Hall current leaves and enters the polar
cap, creating an electric field directed from midnight to noon. The vector sum of this polar-
ization electric field and the dawn-dusk convection electric field points towards mid-afternoon.
The accumulated space charge is partially discharged by FACs into the magnetosphere. In the
magnetosphere particles drift around the dusk side of the Earth, adding to the partial ring current
(the blue current system in Figure 1.3. )

1.3.3 Magnetic storms

A magnetic storm is a global response of the magnetosphere to varying IMF conditions (e.g.
Gonzalez et al., 1994). During a storm period that lasts from several hours to several days
a global decrease (approximately ranging from 50 to 500 nT) in a horizontal ( Ê ) component
of the Earth’s magnetic field is observed at low-latitude magnetometer stations (Chapman and
Bartels, 1940). This perturbation is caused by the enhanced equatorial ring current. Figure 1.4
shows the evolution of Ë�Ì�Í that is a magnetic activity index developed as a proxy of the strength
of the ring current (Sugiura, 1964). A typical magnetic storm consists of three phases: initial
phase, main phase and recovery phase. The initial phase often begins with a sudden increase of
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the geomagnetic field intensity at low-latitudes (Storm Sudden Commencement; SSC), which
is caused by the impact of an interplanetary shock at the magnetopause. The increased solar
wind dynamic pressure compresses the magnetopause closer to the Earth. To establish a new
equilibrium position the Chapman-Ferraro current intensifies. This is observed as an increase
in the Î -component (Chapman and Ferraro, 1931). A rapid decrease of Ï�Ð�Ñ manifests the
intensification of the ring current in the main phase of a storm. When the energy transfer
from the solar wind weakens, the recovery phase begins. Fairfield and Cahill (1966) noticed
that Ò Ï�Ð�Ñ�Ò enhancements occur only when the IMF has a southward component. Gonzalez and
Tsurutani (1987) empirically showed that intense magnetic storms ( Ï�Ð�Ñ�Ó�Ô�Õ�Ö�Ö nT) are caused
by the IMF × component less than –10 nT for at least 3 hours.
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Figure 1.4. The Ï�Ð�Ñ index during a 3-day time period from May 14, 12 UT - May 16, 12 UT,
1997. Note that the more negative the Ï�Ð�Ñ values, the stronger the magnetic storm
is.

1.3.4 Magnetospheric substorms

Substorms are the other basic building blocks of magnetospheric dynamics (e.g. Chapman,
1962; Akasofu, 1968). The substorm effects are mainly observed at high latitudes where they
cause 100–2500 nT changes in the Earth’s magnetic field. Substorms occur much more fre-
quently than magnetic storms as they take place when IMF is only slightly southward (3-5 nT)
for about an hour.

A substorm cycle that lasts from about two to four hours is divided into three phases:
growth, expansion and recovery phase. The energy in substorms is provided by the solar wind.
It is now believed that this energy is both dissipated directly and stored into the tail lobes (Baker
et al., 1984). The linear prediction filters between the solar wind electric field and the Ø�Ù index
that measures the strength of the westward electrojet (Section 3.2.2) exhibit two peaks, one at
20 minutes and the second at 60 minutes (Baker at al., 1984; McPherron, 1997). The 20-minute
peak is considered as directly driven activity that is manifested by the enhanced DP-2 current
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system. The 60-minute peak is attributed to the loading-unloading process. In the growth
phase of a substorm magnetic flux accumulates in the tail lobes leading to the intensified cross-
tail current. As a consequence magnetic field lines stretch tailward. At the expansion phase
the stored energy is explosively released and dissipated in form of ionospheric Joule heating,
auroral precipitation, ring current particle injections and plasmoid release (e.g. McPherron,
1979; Rostoker et al., 1980). Part of the near-Earth tail current disrupts and the current closes
itself through FACs into the ionosphere where it flows as a substorm electrojet. The abrupt
appearance of a substorm electrojet is manifested by a rapid increase in Ú Û�Ü»Ú . The resulting
3D current loop is called a substorm current wedge. The stretched field configuration relaxes
to a more dipole-like configuration. In the recovery phase the magnetosphere returns to the
quiet-time state.

The near-Earth neutral line (NENL) model is today the most popular substorm model (e.g.,
Baker et al., 1996). The key feature of the NENL model is the start of reconnection at a new
neutral line at distances of 20-30 ÝÅÞ down the tail. The onset of the expansion phase occurs
when the reconnection is transferred from the closed to open field lines. The observed high
speed flows in the tail and the release of the plasmoid are naturally explained by this model.
The NENL model was originally developed to explain magnetospheric phenomena and it has
problems with mapping of auroral signatures to the tail.

Another popular model is the current-sheet-disruption model (Lui, 1992), which proposes
that the substorm initiates near the inner edge of a plasma sheet (6-10 Ý@Þ ) as a result of an
instability in the thinned current sheet. The reconnection is a secondary process that is prob-
ably caused by a rarefaction wave that propagates tailward from the initial current disruption
region. This model explains the auroral break-up at low-latitudes and the subsequent poleward
propagation of the disturbance, but it is less successful in describing observations in the mid-tail
region.

1.4 DATA SETS

This thesis focuses on connecting different types of solar wind disturbances to the magneto-
spheric activity manifested by different magnetic indices. The period of the investigation covers
a large fraction of solar cycle 23 from 1996 to 2003. The minimum of solar cycle 23 was in
1996 and the maximum in 2000.

Solar wind and IMF measurements from the WIND and ACE satellites have been used to
monitor the upstream solar wind conditions. WIND was launched in November 1994 and ACE
in August 1997. WIND has a complex petal-shaped orbit reaching out to 200 Ý Þ upstream of
the Earth. ACE orbits the Lagrangian point L1. The ACE Magnetic field experiment (MAG;
Smith et al, 1998) data, available from September 1997, and the ACE Solar Wind Electron
Proton Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM; McComas et al., 1998) data, available from March 1998,
are primarily used due to the relatively steady position of ACE. In addition, data from the Solar
Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) instrument is used to study the solar wind ionic-
charge composition. For the periods when the ACE data were not available the WIND data from
the Magnetic Field Instrument (MFI; Lepping et al., 1995), and the Solar Wind Experiment
(SWE; Ogilvie et al., 1995) are used.

Paper V incorporates Cluster data (Escoubet et al., 1997) from the FGM (Fluxgate Mag-
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netometer), PEACE (Plasma Electron And Current Experiment) and CIS (Cluster Ion Spec-
trometer) instruments to examine the conditions in the tail lobes. Cluster is composed of four
identical spacecraft: Salsa, Samba (launched on 16 July 2000), Rumba and Tango (launched on
9 August, 2000).

The event times, speeds and the position data of CMEs presented in this thesis are obtained
from the online LASCO/CME catalogue (http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/).
This catalog is generated and maintained by NASA and The Catholic University of America in
cooperation with the Naval Research Laboratory.

All magnetic indices used in this thesis are obtained through World Data Center for Geo-
magnetism, Kyoto. The geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates and the geocentric
solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinates have been used in the analysis. Both coordinate systems have
an ß axis which points towards the Sun, but the à and á axes differ by a rotation about the ß
axis. In the GSM system the positive á axis is perpendicular to the ß axis and parallel to the
projection of the dipole axis on a plane perpendicular to the ß axis. The à -axis points toward
the dusk completing the right-handed orthogonal coordinate system. In the GSE system á -axis
is parallel to the ecliptic pole and the à -axis supplements the right-handed system. The IMF is
expressed in the GSM system in order to investigate geoeffectivity because the relative orienta-
tion between the IMF and the terrestrial magnetic field controls the solar wind-magnetosphere
coupling. The GSE system has been used mainly in Paper I where the solar cycle variations in
the structure of magnetic clouds are investigated in the equatorial plane.
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2 MANIFESTATIONS OF CMES IN THE SOLAR WIND

Several studies (e.g. Cane et al., 1998; Webb et al., 2000; Richardson and Cane, 2003) have
linked front-side full and partial halo CMEs with in situ observations of certain plasma and
magnetic field signatures commonly called interplanetary CMEs (ICME). An ICME consist of
two regions: a sheath and an ejecta. The sheath is defined as a region of compressed and heated
plasma ahead of an ejecta. When the speed difference between the ejecta and the ambient
solar wind is greater than the local magnetosonic speed a shock wave is formed upstream of
the ejecta. In this case the sheath refers to the region between the shock and the ejecta (see
Figure 2.1a). Various ejecta signatures and properties of sheath fields are discussed in Section
2.1. The different discontinuities and shocks in the solar wind are presented in Section 2.2.
Magnetic clouds that form a subset of ejecta are important drivers of magnetic storms due to
their internal magnetic field configuration. The results of an extensive study on the properties
of magnetic clouds and their solar cycle variations are presented in Section 2.3.

2.1 INTERPLANETARY CME

2.1.1 Ejecta

Figure 2.1. (a) A cut in a solar meridional plane showing an idealized superalfvénic ejecta
driving a shock wave. The figure also illustrates the draping of the initially radial
IMF about an ejecta. The heliospheric current sheeth (the dashed line) separates the
magnetic field pointing toward the Sun and away from the Sun. After Gosling and
McComas (1987). (b) An ejecta with a magnetic cloud structure (Section 2.3). The
magnetic field lines are projected in the ecliptic plane.

Table 2.1 lists common ejecta signatures in the solar wind. There is no unambiguous
way to identify an ejecta and relatively few ejecta exhibit all listed features. Furthermore,
different signatures do not necessarily coincide spatially and may be present only in a region
within an ejecta (Zwickl et al. 1983; Neugebauer and Goldstein, 1997). The appearance of an
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ejecta depends on the initial coronal state, its interplanetary evolution as well as the spacecraft
trajectory through the ejecta.

Solar wind plasma signatures of ejecta are unusually low proton temperatures, and bidi-
rectional flux of suprathermal electrons. The counterstreaming of electrons along magnetic field
lines is considered to represent a closed magnetic field configuration. It is not yet clear whether
ejecta are completely detached or connected to the Sun at both ends. Furthermore, the mea-
surements of bidirectional electrons indicate that both open and closed field lines are embedded
within an ejecta in some cases (Gosling et al., 1995). Plasma compositional anomalies, such
as the increased helium to proton ratio and enhancements in minor ions, indicate the presence
of an ejecta. The origin of the helium enrichments is not yet understood. One possibility is
that helium rich ejecta contains plasma that is ejected from the very low regions of the corona.
Increased oxygen and iron charge states are often observed, particularly within fast ejecta, and
they indicate hotter coronal electron temperatures than found in normal solar wind expansion.
Charge states "freeze in" at the altitude where the solar wind expansion timescale becomes short
compared to the recombination and ionization timescales.

An example of ICME observations is displayed in Figure 2.2. The ejecta (bordered with
solid lines) exhibits several of the signatures given in Table 2.1: strong magnetic field (peak
value 25 nT) with low variance and organized rotation of the magnetic field direction, depressed
proton temperature and plasma beta. The O â�ã /O â�ä ratio was only slightly increased, probably
because this event was not fast (fast ejecta are defined as having speeds more than 500 km/s).
The helium to proton ratio is enhanced throughout the ejecta. This ejecta was likely produced
by a partial halo CME detected by LASCO on April 13, 1999.

Table 2.1 Signatures of ejecta. åçæ7è is the temperature expected for normal solar wind expan-
sion at 1 AU (Lopez et al., 1987). Discussion of several ejecta features are found
e.g. in Zwickl et al. (1983), Gosling, (1990) and Neugebauer and Goldstein, (1997).

Signature Paper(s)
enhanced é Burlaga and King, 1979; Burlaga et al., 1981
low variance of é Burlaga et al., 1981
smooth rotation of B Burlaga et al., 1981
depressed å©ê Gosling et al., 1973; Richardson and Cane, 1995
å©ê�ë�å�æ=è@ì!í&îðï Richardson and Cane, 1995
low beta ( ì 0.1) Burlaga et al., 1981; Klein and Burlaga, 1982
bidirectional electrons Bame et al., 1981; Gosling et al., 1987a
cosmic ray decrease Cane, 2000 and references therein
n ñ /nêzò í&îóí�ô Hirshberg et al., 1972; Borrini et al., 1982
O â�ã /O â�ä�òMõ îóí Henke et al., 1998; Zurbuchen et al., 2000
Fe âçö=ä /Fe ÷§øù÷§úµû ò í&î õ Lepri, 2001
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Figure 2.2. Solar wind and magnetic field measurements by ACE for a three-day interval on
Apr 16–18, 1999. Panels show magnetic field magnitude (a), IMF longitude ( üþýÿ����

sunward direction; ü = 90
���

eastward) (b) and latitude (
�

= 90
���

northward)
and (c), solar wind speed (d), proton temperature and ���
	 (red line) (e), dynamic
pressure (f), plasma beta plotted logarithmically (g), and the n � /n� and the O �� /O ��
ratio divided by ten (red line) (h).

2.1.2 Sheath region

In the sheath region proton temperature and density are high and the directional changes of the
IMF are irregular. The shock compression and the deflection of interplanetary flux tubes around
the ejecta can intensify the pre-existing southward IMF in the sheath. The latter process is sim-
ilar to the formation of the plasma depletion layer outside the Earth’s magnetopause (Zwan and
Wolf, 1976). Solar wind plasma is squeezed out along magnetic field lines between the shock
and the ejecta leading to the decreased plasma density and the increased magnetic field. Be-
cause of high electrical conductivity the solar wind plasma cannot flow through the ejecta. As a
result the IMF is "draped" about the driver (Gosling and McComas, 1987). This mechanism can
produce out-of-ecliptic IMF, although the pre-existing field would be purely radial (Figure 2.1).
Draping occurs also for the ejecta that do not drive shocks, but draping effects should be greatest
when the relative speed between an ejecta and the ambient solar wind is large. When observed
at the Earth’s orbit the time it takes for the sheath to pass a spacecraft varies from 1 to 31 hours
(Blanco-Cano and Bravo, 2001).

2.2 DISCONTINUITIES AND SHOCKS

Storm sudden commencements (SSC) are characterized by abrupt increases in the Earth’s mag-
netic field. This led Gold (1955) to argue that SSCs are due to arrival of supersonic shock waves
at the magnetopause. At that time it was still unclear whether the collisionless shocks even exist
at all. In the solar wind Coulomb collisions happen so infrequently that the average mean free
path is of the order of 1 AU. In ordinary shocks energy is dissipated through collisions, but for
collisionless shocks the processes that dissipate energy are not fully understood. The existence
of collisionless shocks in the solar wind was confirmed with spacecraft observations in 1960s
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(Sonett et al., 1964). In magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) plasma is described by a fluid with
a single temperature, bulk velocity and number density. Therefore, the basic equations of hy-
drodynamics are unifed with the Maxwell’s laws to describe plasma at the macroscopic level.
The linearization of the ideal (conductivity, ����� ) MHD equations for a compressible, non-
viscous fluid gives three MHD wave modes: fast, intermediate (Alfvén) and slow MHD waves.
The MHD conservation equations that relate the downstream state to the upstream state are
called the Rankine-Hugoniot (RH) relations. The solutions of the RH equations describe differ-
ent types of discontinuities and shocks in an ideal MHD. In a case of a discontinuity no mass
flow occurs across the surface layer separating two plasma regions. There are three possible
discontinuities:� Contact discontinuity: There is an arbitrary jump in density, but all other quantities are

continuous.� Tangential discontinuity: Plasma pressure and the tangential component of the magnetic
field change. The static pressure balance is maintained through the discontinuity (i.e.,������� ��!#"%$'&)(

is conserved). Tangential discontinuities are typical in solar wind. For
example, a tangential discontinuity often separates an ejecta from the sheath plasma.� Rotational discontinuity: In an isotropic plasma the magnetic field and plasma flow
change their direction, but not magnitude. Density is continuous and the normal com-
ponent of the velocity is equal to the Alfvén speed both upstream and downstream of the
boundary.

In a case of a shock it is required that there be plasma flow through the discontinuity sur-
face, as well as some dissipation and compression. For a parallel shock the upstream magnetic
field is exactly parallel to the shock normal, and the field direction and magnitude are unchanged
by the shock. For the exactly perpendicular shock there is no normal magnetic field throughout
the system, and plasma pressure and field strength increase at the shock. Shocks threaded by a
magnetic field (

�+*-,.0/ ) are called oblique and they are divided to three categories correspond-
ing to the three MHD wave modes:� Fast shock: Plasma pressure and magnetic flux density increase. A fast shock propagates

faster than the fast MHD wave. Depending on whether a fast shock is propagating away
or towards from the Sun in the solar wind frame of reference, it is called a fast forward
shock or a fast reverse shock. A fast forward shock is the most common shock type in the
solar wind. For example they are found ahead of a superalfvénic ejecta (Schwenn et al.,
1986). Another example of a fast shock is the Earth’s bow shock (Figure 1.1). In addition
fast forward-reverse shock pairs form in the interaction regions between the fast and slow
solar wind streams (Smith and Wolfe, 1976). However, observations have shown that
these structures typically are sufficiently developed to produce shocks only beyond the
Earth’s orbit (e.g., Gosling et al., 1972).� Slow shock: Plasma pressure increases across the slow shock, but the magnetic flux den-
sity decreases. Slow shocks play an important role in, for example, the Petscheck’s re-
connection model (Section 1ha.2.1).
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1 Intermediate shock: The intermediate shock is a shock only in anisotropic plasma. In
isotropic plasma there is no compression and the structure is a rotational discontinuity.

2.2.1 Shock normal and shock parameters

Several techniques have been developed to determine the shock normal ( 243
5 ) orientation ex-
perimentally. The magnetic coplanarity and velocity coplanarity methods use single spacecraft
measurements and a single averaged data point, one on each side of the shock (Lepping and
Argentiero, 1971; Abraham-Shrauner, 1972). They are based on the coplanarity theorem that
states that for an oblique compressive shock, the upstream and downstream magnetic field and
the shock normal lie in the same plane. Using the averaged magnetic field measurements up-
stream (u) and downstream (d), the shock normal is aligned with 687:9<;=7?>A@';B687?9�CD7�>E@ . The
change in the flow velocity ( FHGJIKG 9 CLGB> ) also lies in this plane and the shock normal is
parallel to 687 9 CM7�>A@N;M68FHGO;P7 9 @ .

In Paper IV the normal orientation was estimated for a strong interplanetary shock that was
observed in the solar wind upstream of the Earth on April 6, 2000 by SOHO, ACE, and WIND
spacecraft. The latitude ( Q ) and the longitude ( R ) of the surface normal in GSE were calculated
to be Q?ISC�TVUEW , RBISUEXYUEW from ACE and Q<ISC#Z�[)W , R\I]UA^�_�W from WIND, using the magnetic
coplanarity theorem. The velocity coplanarity theorem for the WIND data gave the result:Q-I`C#Z�Z W , RaIbUEXdc W . ACE lacked solar wind plasma measurements upstream of the shock.
The estimated shock normal was used to analyze the orientation of the ejecta driving the shock.
For this event the spacecraft in the upstream solar wind crossed only the flanks of the ejecta and
thus we could not determine its orientation based on the magnetic field data. In addition, the
orientation of the shock suggested that the magnetosphere should be more compressed at the
dawnside than at the duskside, which was consistent with the measurements from geostationary
satellites GOES-8 and GOES-10. The non-linear least squares fitting technique using a subset
of the MHD conservation equations was originally developed by Viñas and Scudder, (1986).
Paper V uses an improvement of this technique by Szabo, (1994) to estimate shock orientations
for eight interplanetary shocks. The Szabo (1994) method incorporates the plasma temperature
measurements including the conservation of normal momentum flux and energy density flux in
the fitting procedure.

The shock speed is determined from the conservation of the mass flux. The shock speed
along the shock normal relative to the measurement frame is given as:egfih Ij2'3
5�kml 9�G\9nC l >oGB>l 9 C l > p (2.1)

where l 9 and l > are average densities upstream and downstream, respectively, of the shock.
The Alfvénic Mach number for an interplanetary shock is defined as the ratio of the up-

stream flow speed to the upstream Alfvén speed:qsr I t egfih CuG 9 k 2v3w5 te r x (2.2)

The Alfvénic Mach number is an indicator of the strength of the shock and characterizes the
amount of energy processed by the shock. For shocks observed in the solar wind at 1 AU, Mach
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numbers can be as high as 9, but for most shocks the Mach numbers are in the range 2–3 (Echer
et al., 2003).

The angle between the upstream magnetic field and the shock normal ( yVz�{ | ) determines
the nature of the physical processes occurring at the shock. Oblique shocks with large y}z�{ | are
called quasi-perpendicular and those with small values are quasi-parallel. y z�{ |:~��Y�d� is used
to divide these two cases. For quasi-parallel shocks the ions are carried away from the shock
relatively easily. For quasi-perpendicular shocks, field lines are nearly parallel to the shock
surface and particle gyration brings the ions back to shock. As a consequence the scale of a
parallel shock is larger than the scale of a perpendicular shock.

2.3 MAGNETIC CLOUDS

Transient decreases in the intensity of cosmic rays were explained by Morrison et al., (1954)
by the arrival of magnetized plasma clouds from the active regions on the Sun. Cocconi et
al. (1958) noted that the magnetic field lines in such a cloud have to be ordered, e.g., to form
extended loops with field lines anchored at both ends in the Sun ("elongated tongue" or "mag-
netic bottle"). Galactic cosmic rays are deflected by the smooth and strong magnetic fields
in the loop. Gold (1962) further proposed that magnetic field lines might reconnect to form
a "magnetic bubble" completely detached from the Sun. Using multispacecraft observations
Burlaga et al. (1981) analyzed a magnetic loop behind an interplanetary shock and found orga-
nized rotation of the magnetic field. They referred to such a loop as a "magnetic cloud" having
following properties 1) magnetic field rotating smoothly through a large angle, 2) enhanced
magnetic field strength and 3) relatively low proton temperature. Subsequent studies revealed
that manetic clouds are frequently observed in the solar wind as a subset of ejecta (e.g. Klein,
1982; Burlaga, 1988; Lepping et al., 1990).

2.3.1 Flux rope structure and general properties

Goldstein (1983) first suggested that magnetic clouds could be modeled as cylindrically sym-
metric flux tubes with force-free magnetic fields:���-� ~��-~j�����)� �:�

(2.3)

A few years later Burlaga (1988) demonstrated that the magnetic field changes within a mag-
netic cloud are satisfactorily described by assuming a constant electric current (i.e. constant � ).
Solutions of Eq. 2.3 for constant � (implying

�\�o� ~K��� ��� ) were given by Lundquist (1950)
in terms of zeroth and first order Bessel functions ( �}� and �m� ):

radial component: ��� ~ �V� (2.4)

axial: �+� ~ �+� �)� � � � �� �B� , and (2.5)

tangential: �+� ~ � �+� �}� � � � �� � � � (2.6)

where � is the radial distance from the axis, � � is the radius of the magnetic cloud and �<�
is the maximum of the magnetic field strength at the center of the flux rope ( � ~J� ). The
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proportionality constant between the magnetic field and the electric current is:¡£¢¥¤ ¡v¦§ ¨ (2.7)

where ¤ ¢�©�ª defines the sign of magnetic helicity. For ¤ ¢�«�ª the electric current flows
parallel to the magnetic field and for ¤ ¢¬�ª it flows antiparallel. The solution is a family
of helices with pitch angle increasing with growing distance from the axis. At the center the
field is aligned with the axis and at the outer boundaries the field is purely azimuthal. Thus, the
boundaries (i.e. §®¢0§ ¦ ) are at the first zero of the ¯ ¦ , fixing the value of ¡ ¦ to 2.40. Magnetic
clouds may be locally approximated as a flux ropes of cylindrical symmetry, but on a large scale
they are curved as described in Figure 2.1b. Magnetic helicity as a measure for the "twistedness"
of the magnetic field is a conserved quantity for a closed volume: ¤B° ¢²±H³�´�µL¶V· , where ³
is the vector potential ( µS¢0¸�¹P³ ).

The expansion of a magnetic cloud is manifested by strongly increasing radial size and
strongly decreasing density and temperatures with radial distance from the Sun (Burlaga and
Behannon, 1982; Bothmer and Schwenn, 1998). At 1 AU magnetic clouds are huge struc-
tures with the average diameter of 0.28 AU, the average magnetic field magnitude about 18
nT (much higher than the average value of 5 nT for the solar wind) and an average solar wind
speed 420 km/s (Klein and Burlaga 1982; Lepping and Berdichevsky 2000). The magnetic pres-
sure clearly dominates the plasma pressure within a magnetic cloud and thus the plasma beta
( º ¢¼»E½'¾)¿ÁÀÃÂ ¦ÅÄdÆHÇ ) is significantly less than 1. The interaction of a magnetic cloud with the
ambient solar wind may prevent expansion and lead to a smaller diameter and larger densities
and temperatures than in an average cloud at 1 AU.

2.3.2 Classification of magnetic clouds

In this thesis magnetic clouds are classified according to the magnetic field directional changes
within the cloud. The notation introduced by Bothmer and Schwenn (1998) and Mulligan et al.
(1998) has been followed. The local orientation of the axis of a magnetic cloud with respect to
the ecliptic plane ( È�É ¨ËÊ É ) is given in GSE. Depending on the axial inclination, magnetic clouds
are divided in bipolar and unipolar flux ropes categories:Ì Bipolar. Low inclined magnetic clouds ( Ê É¥ÍÏÎYÐdÑ ) are called ’bipolar’ as the IMF Ò

component changes sign during the passage of the cloud. The associated flux-rope cat-
egories are: SEN, SWN, NES and NWS. A sketch of a SWN-type flux rope is shown in
Figure 1 of Paper I. (SWN means that the magnetic field rotates from the south at the
front to the west at the axis and finally to the north at the end.)Ì Unipolar. Highly inclined magnetic clouds ( Ê ÉKÓÔÎYÐ Ñ ) are called ’unipolar’ as the Ò -
component maintains its sign. The flux-rope categories are WNE, ESW, ENW and WSE.
The ejecta shown in Figure 2.2 is a magnetic cloud of the type WSE.

The proper determination of magnetic helicity requires knowledge of the full 3D magnetic
topology. Usually only local measurements are available and the term handedness (or chirality)
is used to describe how the magnetic field changes within a magnetic cloud. The counterclock-
wise magnetic field rotation is defined right-handed (SWN, NES, ENW and WSE) and the
clockwise rotation left-handed (NWS, SEN, WNE, and ESW).
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In Paper I visually selected candidate magnetic clouds from WIND (Jan 1997 – Oct 1997)
and ACE (Nov 1997 – Dec 2003) observations were investigated using the minimum variance
analysis (MVA) (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967), where magnetic clouds are identified from the
smooth rotation of the magnetic field vector in the plane of maximum variance (Klein and
Burlaga, 1982). The MVA method can be applied satisfactorily to the directional changes of
the magnetic field vector exceeding Õ 30 Ö and it was required that the ratio of the intermediate
eigenvalue ×ÙØ to the minimum eigenvalue ×gÚ be greater than 2, based on the analysis of Lepping
and Behannon (1980). The MVA method provides an estimate of the local axis orientation of the
magnetic cloud. It was additionally required that a valid magnetic cloud must have a duration
of at least 6 hours, the peak magnetic field strength larger than 8 nT and the average value of
beta less than 0.5.

2.3.3 Origin of magnetic clouds

It is not known to date why some ejecta have a flux rope structure and others do not. Different
topologies are probably due to differences in the magnetic structure of the solar source region
and/or different coronal and interplanetary evolution. Also, if the spacecraft crosses a magnetic
cloud far from the axis, the smooth rotation might not be observed. Most of the existing CME
models can be divided in 1) energy driven models and 2) storage models. Energy driven models
are based on the assumption that energy is injected sufficiently rapidly to drive the eruption
directly. However, there is no observational evidence for such a rapid energy injection (e.g.
Klimchuk, 2000, and references therein). Storage models involve the sudden release of mag-
netic energy that has been stored over a long time period (hours to days) in the form of coronal
currents. Energy can be stored, for example, by photospheric motions shearing the footpoints
of coronal field lines.

An interesting question is how the Sun produces flux ropes. Some models assume that flux
ropes are formed via magnetic reconnection during the eruption process (e.g. Gosling and Birn,
1995) and some others that magnetic fields emerge already twisted from below the photosphere
(e.g. Chen, 1989). Also, an equilibrium flux rope could form prior to the eruption as a result of
surface flow, shear and reconnection (Amari et al., 2000). Comprehensive reviews of the CME
initiation models are given, e.g., by Forbes (2000), Klimchuk (2000), and Cliver and Hudson
(2002).

Solar magnetic field structures (sunspots, active regions, coronal arcades, filaments) ex-
hibit opposite chirality in the northern and southern hemispheres (e.g. DeVore, 2000, and ref-
erences therein). In the northern hemisphere fields are predominantly left-handed and in the
southern hemisphere right-handed. This "hemispheric chirality rule" (Table 2.2) is indepen-
dent of the 22-year solar magnetic activity cycle. Strong correlation has been established with
magnetic clouds and filament eruptions (Wilson and Hildner, 1986; Webb and Hundhausen,
1987; Bothmer and Schwenn, 1994; Bothmer and Rust, 1997). When a filament is viewed from
the positive polarity site, it is called "dextral" ("sinistral") if the magnetic field points to the
right (left) along the axis (Martin and McAllister, 1997). Dextral filaments are dominant in the
northern hemisphere and sinistral in the southern hemisphere. Martin et al. (1994) and Rust
and Kumar (1994) have opposing models for the magnetic fields of filaments. Their models
predict opposing chirality for the twist in a filament depending on whether it is dextral or sinis-
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tral. However, these models predict the same handedness for the interplanetary magnetic clouds
because they have different views of the flux rope formation: The Martin et al. (1994) model
assumes that the flux rope is formed by magnetic reconnection of the coronal loops overlying
the filament during the eruption process while the Rust and Kumar (1994) model requires the
pre-existing flux rope.

Table 2.2 Dominant hemispheric chirality in different solar features. After Cliver and Hud-
son (2002). CW=clockwise, CCW=counter-clockwise. LH=left-handed, RH=rigth-
handed

Feature North South Reference
hemisphere hemisphere

Sunspot whirls CCW CW Richardson, (1941)
Active regions LH RH Seehafer (1990)
Filament Dextral Sinistral Martin and McAllister (1997)
Twist of RH LH Martin et al. (1994)
filaments LH RH Rust and Kumar (1994)
Coronal arcades LH RH Martin and McAllister (1997)
Interplanetary MCs LH RH Bothmer and Schwenn, (1998)

2.3.4 Occurrence rate at 1 AU

The number of ejecta identified near 1 AU increases with the ascending solar activity (Richard-
son and Cane, 2003). This is expected as the CME rate increases by about a factor of ten from
solar minimum to solar maximum. In Paper I it was found that the magnetic cloud rate at 1
AU does not follow the CME rate. The largest number of magnetic clouds was observed in
1997, just after the solar minimum. According to the study by Richardson and Cane (2003),
the fraction of magnetic clouds from all ejecta varies with the phase of the solar cycle: At solar
minimum almost 100% of ejecta were magnetic clouds while near solar maximum the fraction
decreased to less than 20%.

The identification of magnetic clouds is more difficult near solar maximum than near solar
minimum. Among other things this is due to the increased mutual interaction between CMEs
(Gopalswamy et al., 2001; Burlaga et al., 2001) and the increased interaction of CMEs with the
ambient corona and the ambient solar wind.

Most studies, including this thesis, have identified magnetic clouds at low heliographic
latitudes. However, the number of CMEs expelled to different heliographic latitudes varies ac-
cording to solar activity cycle. Figure 2.3 demonstrates that near solar minimum (1997) the
apparent position angles of CMEs are concentrated very close to the solar equator implying
that CMEs originate at low latitudes. Also during this period the fast solar wind flow from
large polar coronal holes deflects high-latitude CMEs towards the equator (Cremades and Both-
mer, 2003). As a consequence, most CMEs that encounter the Earth are crossed centrally and
therefore are easy to identify. When solar activity increases, the position angle distribution
spreads considerably to high latitudes. Though several CMEs leave the Sun per day, many are
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crossed far from the axis or missed completely. Furthermore, the filament sites, where most
magnetic clouds originate, migrate towards the poles as solar maximum is approached (Hund-
hausen, 1993). Thus, the magnetic cloud rate as identified at low heliographic latitudes does
not necessarily correlate with the total magnetic cloud rate from the Sun.
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Figure 2.3. The distribution of apparent position angles of all LASCO CMEs from 1997 to
2002. The total number of CMEs each year is shown in parenthesis.

2.3.5 Solar cycle variations

Systematic solar cycle variations in the magnetic structure of magnetic clouds have been iden-
tified. Figure 2.4a illustrates the trend in the preferred leading polarity in bipolar clouds based
on the results for solar cycles 21-22 (Bothmer and Rust, 1997; Bothmer and Schwenn, 1998;
Mulligan et al., 1998) and for cycle 23 (Figure 5 of Paper I). From minimum to maximum of
odd numbered solar cycles magnetic clouds have a rotation predominantly from the south to the
north (SEN, SWN). During the rising phase of an even numbered cycle the preferred rotation is
from the north to the south (NES, NWS). During the years of solar maximum and the declining
phase a mixture of SN and NS type magnetic clouds is observed.

Variations in magnetic clouds that correlate with solar cycle are controlled by the evolu-
tion of the Sun’s global magnetic field. At solar activity minimum the Sun’s magnetic field
is similar to that of a dipole and the poloidal field component dominates. The differential ro-
tation amplifies the toroidal part of the field in the ascending phase, which is manifested by
the increasing number of sunspots. At solar maximum the Sun’s magnetic field is in its most
complex state. After the maximum, the field starts to evolve back to the near-dipolar state. The
polarities of the north and south poles have interchanged relative to the previous cycle. The
magnetic polarity of filaments, sunspots and other fields in the Sun reverse accordingly each
cycle and these variations are reflected also in the magnetic structure of magnetic clouds. The
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Figure 2.4. Solar cycle dependence of bipolar magnetic clouds (a). Pre-eruption field configu-
ration in a single bipolar region and in a pair of bipolar regions (b).

mixture of SN and NS type magnetic clouds in the declining phase is explained by the presence
of bipolar regions from both new and the previous solar cycles. Paper I suggests that during the
high activity years also the grouping of bipolar regions (Tandberg-Hanssen, 1974) can lead to
the both types of magnetic clouds. Figure 2.4b shows that the leading polarity of a magnetic
cloud originating from a filament site in a single bipolar region is opposite to that of a magnetic
cloud originating from a magnetic configuration formed between two bipolar regions.

Based on the observations during solar cycles 21–22 Mulligan et al., (1998) concluded
that the axial orientation of magnetic clouds is controlled by the inclination of the coronal
streamer belt: Bipolar magnetic clouds are produced frequently in the declining phase when
the streamer belt neutral line is in various places tilted at large angles to the solar equator while
during the rising phase it is more equatorial and most magnetic clouds lie in the ecliptic plane.
This is not consistent with the results of Paper I as in this thesis unipolar magnetic clouds were
observed frequently throughout the investigated period. In the rising phase unipolar magnetic
clouds comprised about 40% of all magnetic clouds. As seen from figures 6–7 of Paper I the
time evolution in the inclination angle reveals no systematic trend. Marubashi, (1997) and Zhao
and Hoeksema (1998) have demonstrated that the inclination of the axis of the magnetic cloud
with respect to the ecliptic correlates well with the the tilt of the associated filament relative to
the solar equator. Neither has a clear solar cycle trend been found for the filament orientation
(Cremades and Bothmer, 2004).

Bothmer and Rust (1994) showed that the handedness of a magnetic cloud correlates sys-
tematically with the hemisphere of its origin (Table 2.2). This suggests that over a time period
of several years magnetic clouds should be equally distributed between left- and right-handed.
In this thesis more left-handed than right-handed magnetic clouds were identified in the seven-
year data set (Figure 4 of Paper I). At solar maximum years, when the magnetic equator of
the Sun is not as well determined as near solar minimum, left-handed magnetic clouds clearly
outnumbered right-handed clouds.
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3 MAGNETIC STORMS AND THE RING CURRENT

Increase in the strength of the equatorial ring current is the basic defining property of a magnetic
storm. Most of the ring current energy is carried by ions in the 20-200 keV energy range in the
region between 2 to 7 ÛnÜ . This chapter discusses various processes related to ring current build-
up and decay. Section 3.2 presents the magnetic activity indices used in this thesis. Particularly
the Ý\ÞÅß index as a ring current proxy is discussed.

3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE RING CURRENT

Until the late 1980s the ring current was considered to contain solely protons of solar wind
origin. AMPTE (Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorer) and CRRES (Combined
Release and Radiation Effect Satellite) missions revealed that moderate storms consist primarily
of H à , but the main phases of big magnetic storms are dominated by oxygen ions (Hamilton
et al., 1988; Daglis, 1997). H à ions originate both from the solar wind and the ionosphere.
Solar wind plasma gains access to low-altitudes by flowing down along field lines opened by
dayside reconnection. Essentially all O à in the ring current are of ionospheric origin. In the
high-latitude ionosphere O à are created by photoionization and lost through charge exchange
with neutral hydrogen. During magnetically quiet times the escape of O à from the ionosphere
is much more difficult than for H à . Magnetospheric activity adds energy to the ionosphere and
increases the ionization rate and thermospheric temperatures. The H abundance in the topside
ionosphere is decreased as they escape to the geocorona. The scale height of neutral oxygen
increases, but it remains gravitationally bound. Thus, more oxygen is available at high latitudes
and less O à is lost by charge-exchange with neutral hydrogen (Moore et al., 1999).

It is well known that inductive electric fields during the substorm expansive phases inject
particles into geosynchronous orbit. This led Akasofu (1968) to introduce the so-called "sub-
storm injection hypothesis", according to which a storm consist of successive substorms. In
recent years this hypothesis has been questioned and it has become generally accepted that the
ring current buildup is primarily due to the enhanced magnetospheric convection electric field
that is directly driven by the solar wind dawn-dusk electric field (e.g. Kamide et al., 1992; Gon-
zalez 1994; McPherron, 1997; Kamide, 1998b). Particles gain energy while they á¼â�ã -drift
from the distant tail towards the stronger magnetic fields conserving the first adiabatic invariant
(betatron acceleration). The first adiabatic invariant, i.e. the magnetic moment ä of the particle
is defined as the ratio of the perpendicular energy of the particle to the ambient magnetic field
magnitude ( ä0å`æuçéèdê ). In the equatorial plane of the near-Earth magnetosphere, the total
drift of particles with ë�ìYí pitch angle (the angle between the velocity vector of a charged parti-
cle and the ambient magnetic field vector) is determined by the combined effect of the gradient
drift, convection and corotation:îðï å ãñâ-òôóNõ÷öÅöêHø (3.1)óNõ÷öÅö å ù#ú�û�üéýÿþ�� ��� äðê+ûoÛ��Ü� ü � ù � Ü�ê+û�Û��Ü� ü � 	
where ó�õ÷öÅö is the effective potential, ê<û is the magnetic field at the Earth’s surface at the
equator, ü the distance from the Earth, and

�
the angle measured counterclockwise from noon.
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��
is the angular frequency of the Earth’s rotation. The gradient drift term in Eq. 3.1 dominates

the corotation term for hot ions that have large values of  . Figure 3.1 shows the drift paths for
hot positive ions that are deflected westward when they approach the Earth from the tail. The
electrons are deflected to the opposite direction. The Alfvén layer is the separatrix (the red
line in Figure 3.1) between the open trajectories (the black lines) that lead from the tail to the
dayside magnetopause and those trajectories that circle the Earth (the blue circle). The region
earthward from the Alfvén layer is "forbidden" for the plasma sheet particles. At times of
increased convection the radius of the Alfvén layer is decreased. Plasma sheet particles have
the access closer to the Earth and they gain more energy, but the relaxation in the convection
electric field is required in order to trap these particles to form the symmetric ring current.

Figure 3.1. The Alfvén layer (red line) for hot positive ions. Those particles that are trapped in
the Earth’s dipole field form a symmetric ring current (the blue circle).

The main loss processes of the ions that form the symmetric ring current are charge ex-
change, Coulomb scattering, and wave-particle interactions (e.g. Gonzalez et al., 1994 and
references therein). The strength and the relative importance of these mechanisms depend on
the phase of the storm, ion energy, pitch angle distribution and the distance from the Earth. In
the main phase and the early recovery phase many ions that convect from the tail towards the
Earth are lost through the flow to the dayside magnetopause (Ebihara and Eijiri, 2000; Liemohn
et al., 2001) (Figure 3.1). These particles never contribute to the symmetric ring current. In the
recovery phase, the main loss mechanism is the charge exchange where a hot ring current ion
acquires an electron from a cold geocoronal hydrogen atom, resulting in a cold ion and a fast
neutral atom. For high energies the lifetime of energetic H � is much longer than that of O � .

3.2 MAGNETIC INDICES

Magnetic indices, derived from ground-based magnetometer measurements, are commonly
used to study the effects of the various ionospheric and magnetospheric current systems. Some
indices are defined to measure the specific phenomena (e.g. ����� and auroral indices), while
some indices monitor the global activity level (e.g. ��� ). A comprehensive introduction to
different magnetic indices and their derivation procedures can be found in Mayaud (1980).
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3.2.1 �����
3.2.1.1 Derivation of ��� ���� � was developed as a measure of the strength of the ring current. It is derived using four
low-latitude magnetometer stations distributed roughly evenly around the Earth (Hermanus,
Kakioka, Honolulu, and San Juan). The five most quiet days for each month are used to calculate
the annual mean values of ! to form the baseline for each station and to take into account the
secular variations. ��� � is the average of the above magnetometer stations weighted inversely
by the cosine of the latitude of the given station:

��� �#" $% &' ( )+* , ! (-�.0/21 ( " $% &' ( )+* 3 ! (54 !76(98-�.0/:1 ( " , ! (3.2)

After subtracting the baseline and the solar quiet day variations ( ! 6( ) from ! (
for each obser-

vatory, the disturbed ring current can be expressed as follows:, !<;=:> "?��� � 4 , !<;@�A�B 3 , ! 6=:>CB , ! 6@�A 8 (3.3)

The subscripts stand for the magnetopause current (MP) and the ring current (RC). Burton et
al. (1975) noted that the contribution of the magnetopause currents is proportional to the solar
wind dynamic pressure and that the quiet day terms are constants determined by the quiet day
magnetopause and ring currents. The disturbance ring current is called the pressure corrected��� � and expressed in the form:�����EDF" ����� 4HGJI K ;MLON BQP , where (3.4)G " RTSVUWR nT

I
eV/cm X and (3.5)P " UWR nT S (3.6)

The values for constants

G
and P given here were derived by O’Brien and McPherron, (2000)

using 30 years of hourly ����� and solar wind data. The systematic 1-hour ��� � measurements
have been compiled by World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto, since 1957. They were
recently extended from 1932 onwards by Karinen and Mursula (2005). The largest storm oc-
curred on March 14, 1989, with the ��� � minimum of –589 nT.

The Y[Z]\^! index (Iyemori 1990; Iyemori and Rao, 1996) is essentially the same as��� � , but has a higher time resolution (1-min) and is calculated from a partly different set of
six stations. The _`Y[Za! index is an asymmetric disturbance component in Y[Z]\^! which is
obtained when the longitudinally symmetric component is subtracted from the disturbance field
for each station. Due to high time resolution YbZa\c! and _`Y[Z]! exhibit also substorm related
activity.

3.2.1.2 DPS-relation

The use of ��� � as a proxy of the ring current is based on the Dessler-Parker-Sckopke (DPS)
relation (Dessler and Parker, 1959; Sckopke, 1966). The DPS relation states that the observed
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magnetic perturbation at the Earth’s surface caused by ring current particles is directly propor-
tional to their total energy ( dfe ): gihjlk^monqpr d ed�sutv9w0x (3.7)gyh

shows the total magnetic perturbation at the center of the Earth due to the trapped particles
and d�s indicates the total energy in the Earth’s dipole field above the Earth’s surface.

3.2.2 Other magnetic indices

3.2.2.1 The range indices: z�{ and |}{z�{ is a 3-hour range index that is obtained from 13 mid-latitude stations. For each 3-hour
interval the local disturbance levels at each station are determined by taking the largest ex-
cursion in the horizontal components so that the effects of annual and daily variations are
eliminated. The ranges are converted into a local z -index using the station specific quasi-
logarithmic limits. This determines the standardized z index, z�~ , for each station. The globalz�{ index is obtained as an average of z�~ values and it is expressed in a scale of thirds:�T�O���]��� n ���0� x�x�x�� �a�O� n �O�

. Variations in z�{ are difficult to interpret physically as depending
on the level of magnetic activity the z�{ stations are under the influence of different magneto-
spheric current systems.

The � { index is obtained by converting the values of z�{ to nanoteslas using a conversion
table. The daily average of ��{ gives the |}{ index that ranges from 0 to 400 nT and is given
in units of 2 nT. A comprehensive review of z -derived indices is given by Menvielle and
Berthelier (1991).

3.2.2.2 The substorm indices AE, AL and AU

The auroral electrojet indices were introduced by Davis and Sugiura (1966) to measure the
strength of the auroral electrojet activity. These indices are derived as 1-min values from geo-
magnetic variations in the � component using a worldwide chain of 10-13 auroral zone magne-
tometer stations. The � component traces are plotted with respect to a baseline (that is defined
by subtracting the monthly mean values from each station) and upper and lower envelopes are
calculated. The upper curve is called |�� (auroral upper) and it measures the strength of the
eastward electrojet as it causes a positive disturbance. Similarly the lower curve is called |��
(auroral lower) that measures the strength of the westward electrojet. The |�d index approxi-
mates the total effect of both electrojets and is defined as difference of AU and AL indices. As
the auroral oval moves more than 10 � in latitude a limited set of |ld stations does not give very
good picture of auroral electrojets during very weak activity and during strong storms. Some-
times a much larger number of stations is used to determine the index as was done in Paper
IV.
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3.3 THE ����� MODELS

In order to predict the variations in ��� � Burton et al. (1975) developed an algorithm based on
the DPS relation. The magnetic perturbation at the Earth due to ring current particles is replaced
by the pressure corrected ��� � index (Eq. 3.4). The time derivative of Eq. 3.7 thus gives:� ��� ���� � �o� �W�l��W ¢¡ �  ¤£� �¦¥ (3.8)

The rate at which the energy in the ring current changes is determined by the rate at which
energy is injected and the rate at which it is lost:�  ¤£� � �c§]¨ �E© �  ¤£ª¬« (3.9)

where ª is the ring current decay parameter. Substituting this into Eq. 3.8 gives a first order
differential equation to describe the time evolution in ��� � :� ��� � �� � �®i¨ �E© � ��� � �ª « (3.10)

where �¨ �M© is called the ����� injection function. Burton et al. (1975) assumed a constant value
of 7 hours for ª and that the ring current injection is linearly proportional to the solar wind
electric field

 `¯±°
:

 � ²´³  l¯±°¶µ
0.5 mV/m� ¨  l¯±° � ³ ¥¸· ©  l¯±°¶¹
0.5 mV/m « (3.11)� � ��º0¥¸·a»�º ³9¼2½ nT/(s mV/m) ¥

The variations in ��� � are fairly successfully reproduced by this model, but the results vary
considerably from storm to storm (e.g. see Fig. 4(a) in Kamide, 2001). A number of models
have improved the prediction efficiency of the Burton et al. (1975) algorithm by modifying
the injection function and the decay term. The models used in this thesis are briefly presented
below.¾ Murayama (1982) modeled the ����� index using several injection functions and found

the best correlation between estimated and measured ��� � using the injection function^¿  l¯±°�À]ÁÃÂ ½ÄEÅOÆ . Inspired by this work Fenrich and Luhmann (1998) modified the original
Burton’s prediction scheme into the following form: � ��ÇÈ À ÄEÅOÆ ¨   ¯9° � ³ ¥¸· © (3.12)� � ��º0¥ � »¦º ³ ¼2½ nT/(s mV/m)ª has a value of 3 or 5 hours (whichever produces the best fit) when

 É¯±°
is greater

than 4 mV/m and ª �uÊ hours is used all other times. Wang et al., (2003) investigated
the prediction efficiency of different ����� models using the 37.5-year OMNI database.
For the Fenrich and Luhmann (1998) model for the intervals with ����� µ �l· ³ nT they
obtained the RMS error of 28.75 nT and a correlation coefficient between the measured
and calculated ����� of 0.786.
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Ë O’Brien and McPherron (2000) did not consider the effect of the dynamic pressure, but
they modified the ring current decay to be dependent upon ÌÉÍ±Î as well:ÏyÐ®Ñ9ÒÔÓ�Õ�Ö ×ÙØ ÚÜÛÞÝßÛàØ áEâÙãåäåæ ç�è�Ò (3.13)

The functional form of the decay parameter is justified by assuming that the ring current
position is controlled by Ì�Í±Î and that the loss mechanism of the ring current is due to
the charge exhange with neutral hydrogen whose density depends on the distance from
the Earth. For this model Wang et al. (2003) reported the RMS error of 22.45 nT and the
correlation coefficient of 0.789.Ë Wang et al. (2003) demonstrated that predictions of the O’Brien and McPherron model
are further improved (the RMS error of 16.8 nT and the correlation coefficient of 0.868)
when the influence of the solar wind dynamic pressure is added to the injection function
and the decay:é Ðëê Õ ÌlÍ±Î¶ì 0.49 mV/mí ÓîÒÔÓðï Ì Í±Î í ÕTÒÔÓ�ñ�òÙïôó�õJó × ò ×ÙØ ö Ìl÷ùøûú 0.49 mV/m

(3.14)

ÏyÐëê´ü ÒVýWÕ�Ö áÙØ áEáMþMÝ�áÙØ ×�ÛOÿ��5è ������� ÕÑ9ÒÔÓ�Õ�Ö ×ÙØ ÚÜÛÞÝ�ÛàØ áEâÙãåä
	��:è��� � ú ÕTÒ (3.15)ó × is 3 nPa. In this model it is assumed that during northward IMF the ring current
position is determined by the solar wind dynamic pressure. The significance of solar
wind dynamic pressure on the ring current injection is discussed in Section 5.2.1.

3.4 CLASSIFICATION OF STORMS

The strength of a magnetic storm is usually expressed in terms of the minimum ����� value
or the maximum ��� value (Gonzalez, 1994). Table 3.1 presents the assignment of storms to
different ����� and ��� categories (e.g. Gonzalez et al. 1994; Tsurutani and Gonzalez, 1997,
and references therein). In this thesis the value –50 nT is used as a storm limit. ��� and ���
in Table 3.1 show the magnitude and duration of the southward IMF component required to
generate a storm in the given class (Gonzalez and Tsurutani, 1987; Gonzalez et al., 1994).

Table 3.1 Storm classification. � For intense and big storms it is additionally required that
��� ú�� for at least three 3-h intervals during a 24-h period.

Class ����� (nT) ��� (nT) ��� (hours) ���
Weak í � Õ ú!���"� � í$# Õ -3 1
Moderate í$# Õ ú!����� � í�% Õ0Õ -5 2 # � ���
&('*)�+,�
Intense � í�% Õ0Õ ú,����� � í ÑWÕ0Õ -10 3 ý í � ���-&('*).+ ü í
Big � ���"� ì í ÑWÕ0Õ ü � ���-&('*)�+ ñ
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Figure 3.2. Multistage /�0�1 development.

Kamide et al. (1998a) found that for more than half of magnetic storms the /�0�1 index
undergoes a two-step growth in the main phase. This thesis follows their procedure to categorize
the main phase /�0�1 development. Figure 3.2 shows a storm during which /�0�1 develops in two
steps. 2 represents the magnitude of the first /�0�1 decrease and 3 the amount of the /�0�1
recovery before the second depression. If /�0�1 recovers so that 3�4527698;:=< the depressions are
considered as two separate storms.
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4 SOLAR WIND DRIVERS OF MAGNETIC STORMS

The importance of ICMEs in generating magnetic activity at the Earth is well documented
(Gosling et al., 1991; Webb et al., 2000; Richardson et al., 2001). However, these studies con-
sider ICMEs as a single structure, not separating the effect of the ejecta and the sheath region.
Tsurutani et al. (1988) examined the interplanetary causes for ten magnetic storms during the
solar maximum years (1978-1979) and pointed out that sheath themselves can generate intense
magnetic storms. Paper II is the first extensive statistical study where the contribution of sheath
fields and ejecta fields to the storm development have been carefully distinguished. It can make
a large difference whether it is the sheath or the ejecta that drives a storm. The last section
of this chapter examines the magnetospheric response to different types of solar wind drivers.
In particular the geomagnetic effects associated with sheath regions and magnetic clouds are
studied using various magnetic indices presented in section 3.2.

4.1 DIFFERENT STORM DRIVERS

In this thesis the storm driver is defined as the solar wind structure that is responsible for the
main part of the >�?�@ decrease (85% of the >�?"@ minimum) in the main phase of a storm. The
importance of a certain solar wind structure as a storm driver depends on the magnitude of the
storm (Table 3.1), the phase of the solar activity cycle and also the magnetic index used. The
solar sources of the southward ACB in the solar wind can be separated in to those caused by the
non-active Sun and those caused by the active Sun.

4.1.1 Quiet Sun

The late declining and minimum phases of a solar cycle are characterized by the weak and
moderate magnetic activity that repeats in 27-day intervals (e.g. Tsurutani et al., 1995 and
references therein). This recurrent activity is related to fast solar wind streams from the coronal
holes that during this period extend from the poles even beyond the equator and stay stationary
for many solar rotations. High speed streams steepen with the heliocentric distance and they
overtake the slower plasma ahead. The region of compression formed between the fast and
slow solar wind streams is called corotating interaction region (CIR) (Smith and Wolfe, 1976).
In CIRs A�B can have values less than –10 nT, but typically the IMF direction fluctuates so
rapidly that CIRs very rarely cause intense storms. Moderate storms caused by CIRs are often
followed by high-intensity (peak DFEHGJILKMKMK nT) long-duration ( G 2 days) continuous auroral
activity (HILDCAA) due to large-amplitude Alfvén waves embedded in the high speed stream
(Tsurutani et al., 1990).

4.1.2 Active Sun

The Sun exhibits many forms of activity, but the most important sources of the A B perturbations
in the solar wind are CMEs. CME-related magnetic storms are storms caused by ejecta (typi-
cally having a magnetic cloud structure), by sheath region and by post-shock streams. A shock
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front extends well beyond the ejecta (Figure 2.1a) and thus, in many cases the driver itself is
missed by an observer who detected the shock (Schwenn, 1986). Sheeley et al., (1985) showed
that practically all interplanetary shocks observed by Helios could be associated with CMEs de-
tected by Solwind with good or satisfactory confidence. As only few solar wind streams steepen
sufficiently inside 1 AU to form shocks (Gosling et al., 1972), the fast forward shocks detected
within the Earth’s orbit can be considered as CME related. From now on, for brevity, we include
with sheath storms also storms caused by post-shock streams. Storms from the active Sun range
from weak to big and occur transiently in an irregular fashion.

Solar wind parameters that control the coupling of the solar wind with the magnetosphere,
e.g. the direction and strength of IMF and dynamic pressure, typically behave very differently
within sheath regions and magnetic clouds. The IMF direction can vary rapidly in the sheath,
while in a magnetic cloud the directional changes are smooth. The dynamic pressure is typically
significantly higher in the sheath than in the magnetic cloud. As a consequence they put the
magnetosphere under very different solar wind input.

The geomagnetic response for a given magnetic cloud depends on the inferred flux rope
category (Figure 14 of Paper I), the magnitude of the magnetic field within the cloud, the in-
teraction with the ambient solar wind and the Earth trajectory through a cloud. In principle it
makes no difference whether the southward fields come in the leading portion (SN) or in the
end portion (NS) of a bipolar magnetic cloud. However, when southward fields are present both
in the sheath and in the cloud, for SN-type clouds the multistage N�O�P development is likely to
result. According to Kamide et al. (1998a) this will lead to a larger storm than a magnetic cloud
alone would produce. On the other hand for NS-type magnetic clouds the separation between
the southward IMF in the sheath and in the magnetic cloud is so large that two separate magnetic
storms may follow as N�O�P has time to recover to non-storm values in between (see Figure 13 of
Paper I as an example). When a fast solar wind stream follows the NS-type magnetic cloud the
compression of the end of the cloud intensifies southward IMF thus increasing its geoeffectivity
(Fenrich and Luhmann, 1998). Unipolar N-type magnetic clouds do not drive magnetic storms
as there are no southward fields within the cloud. For N-type magnetic clouds the Q�R profile in
the sheath is crucial as the sheath may drive even a big storm regardless of the topology of the
magnetic cloud (several examples are found in Table 2 of Paper I). On the other hand, within
unipolar S-type clouds the magnetic field has a southward component during the whole passage
of the cloud. All S-type clouds identified in Paper I were associated with a magnetic storm from
which more than half were intense.

4.1.3 Classification of solar wind drivers

Systematic statistical studies of solar wind causes of magnetic storms over several year periods
have been conducted by Gosling et al. (1991) covering the high solar activity period from
August 1978 to October 1982 and by Richardson et al. (2001) covering three solar cycles from
1972 to 2000. Both of these studies defined storms using the S�T index (Table 3.1). Richardson
et al. (2001) divided solar wind drivers into: ’CME related’, ’corotating streams’ and ’slow solar
wind’. Gosling et al. (1991) classified storms into four categories: ’Shocks U CMEs’, ’shocks
only’, ’CMEs only’ and ’neither’. The categorization used in Paper II is otherwise the same
as used by Gosling et al. (1991) except that the storms driven by sheath regions are grouped
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together with storms caused by post-shock streams. The object of Paper III was to compare
sheath regions and magnetic clouds as storm drivers, and therefore the division: ’shock/sheath’,
’magnetic cloud’, ’ejecta’ without the magnetic cloud structure and ’other’ has been used.

It is interesting to distinguish the effect of the sheath and the magnetic cloud as a storm
driver, since in addition to the different solar wind conditions, the southward V.W are funda-
mentally of different origin. In a sheath the perturbation in V W depends on the orientation of
the upstream IMF, the orientation of the ejecta relative to the heliospheric current sheet and the
relative speed between the ejecta and the ambient solar wind flow (McComas et al., 1989). The
field orientation in a magnetic cloud is primarily determined by conditions at the Sun.

4.2 STATISTICS OF DRIVERS OF MAGNETIC STORMS

4.2.1 Moderate storms ( XZY\[^]`_ba
cd]eX�fg[ [ nT)

The dominant solar wind driver for moderate storms varies considerably with the phase of the
solar cycle. According to Richardson et al. (2001) moderate storms are mainly caused by CIRs
and high speed streams at solar minimum and by CMEs at solar maximum. The small fraction
of CME related storms at solar minimum is expected because the CME rate is very low (see
Table. 4.1 for 1996). In this thesis the percentage of CME related moderate storms increased
from less than 10% to h 80% between 1996 and 1997. The fraction of CME related storms in
the solar minimum year 1997 (80%) is clearly larger than the solar minimum average of 20% for
three cycles by Richardson et al. (2001). During 1997 the CME rate was still low, but as shown
in Figure 2.3 CMEs were clustered near the solar equator and were likely to be hit centrally
when encountered by the Earth. In 1998 and 1999 about half of the storms were CME-related
compared to 70% solar maximum average by Richardson et al. (2001).

Table 4.1 Percentage of CME associated moderate storms according to Paper II during mini-
mum and the rising phase of solar cycle 23. Also the yearly numbers of halo CMEs
and partial halo CMEs as observed by LASCO are shown.

index 1996 1997 1998 1999i�j"k
9% 78% 59% 42%l�m
5% 82% 55% 53%

halo CMEs 4 19 39 36
partial halo CMEs 9 15 61 107
Sunspot number 8.6 21.5 64.3 93.3

4.2.2 Intense and big magnetic storms

Contrary to the moderate activity, most of the intense and big magnetic storms are CME-related
both at solar minimum and maximum (Gosling et al., 1991; Richardson et al., 2001; Paper II;
Paper III). An important result of Paper III is that statistically the sheath regions were the most
important drivers of intense and big magnetic storms from 1997 to 2002, causing nearly half
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of all these storms, and their importance even increased when only big magnetic storms (i.e.n�o�p�qbrFsutMt
nT) were considered. About one third of all intense and big storms were due to

magnetic clouds.
Paper IV investigates the solar wind driver and magnetospheric reponse during a magnetic

storm on 6–7 April, 2000. The chain of events started on April 4, when a fast halo CME (with
the plane-of-the-sky speed 1188 km/s) was detected by LASCO. The CME was associated with
a C9.7 class flare (Table 1.1) and H-alpha images showed the disappearance of a large filament
that was highly tilted relative to the solar equator. Both the flare and the filament were located
near the northwest limb of the Sun. Because the flare was only of moderate magnitude and the
CME originated close to the limb of the Sun the geomagnetic effects came quite unexpected.
The USAF/NOAA forecast on April 5 for April 6 gave a 35-40% probability for a minor storm
and only 6-11% probability for a major or severe storm (defined v�wHxzy by NOAA). On
April 6 a strong interplanetary shock hit the magnetopause of the Earth and caused a clear,
and global SSC. IMF turned strongly southward immediately after the shock and maintained
primarily southward orientation almost for nine hours. Based on the magnetic field and solar
wind signatures, this southward IMF event was interpreted as being related to the sheath region.
A big magnetic storm took place with the

n�o�p
minimum –288 nT (the pressure corrected

n�o"p
minimum was –314 nT). Ejecta signatures (Table 2.1) were present only for a short period on
April 7 suggesting that the Earth encountered only the flanks of the ejecta. Several observations
presented in Paper IV suggests that the ejecta swept the Earth’s magnetosphere from above and
dawnside. For this storm the ejecta did not contribute to the

n�o"p
evolution.

In solar cycle 23
n�o"p

have so far gone below –300 nT six times: 1) ’Bastille day’ storm
on July 16, 2000 (–301 nT), 2) March 31, 2001 (–387 nT), ’Halloween storms’ on 3) October
30, 2003 (–363 nT) and 4) October 31, 2003 (–401 nT), 5) November 20, 2003 (–472 nT), and
6) November 8, 2004 (–383 nT). Three of these storms occurred in 2003 and one in 2004, i.e.
during the period that was not included in statistics of Paper III. Five of these six storms were
caused by southward fields embedded in an ejecta. In four cases the ejecta had a magnetic cloud
structure. The largest storm of solar cycle 23 when defined by

n�o�p
on Nov 19–20, 2003 was

driven by a very well-defined magnetic cloud that was of the type ESW. As discussed in Paper
I the axial field was exceptionally high, 60 nT. The IMF had a southward component during
the whole passage of the cloud and at the center of the cloud the field was pointing almost
directly southward. Sheath regions were statistically the most important solar wind drivers of
intense and big magnetic storms. However, the most intense

n�o"p
activity seems to be driven by

magnetic clouds. Presumably only magnetic clouds can provide sufficiently intense southward{�|
values for a sufficiently long time to drive most intense

n�o"p
storms.

4.3 COMPARISON OF STORM TIME INDICES: }�~ AND ���-�
n�o�p

is derived from low-latitude stations located at geomagnetic latitudes from 21.0 � to 33.0 �
while the v�w observatories are at mid and subauroral-latitudes, ranging between 42.9 � and
62.0 � . Thus, these indices give different weight to different magnetospheric and ionospheric
current systems.

In Paper II the geomagnetic response for the period 1996–1999 was examined using both
v�w and

n�o�p
indices. The number of moderate and intense storms were about the same when
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the ��� and ����� categories presented in Table 3.1 were used, but only about half of the storms
belonged to the same category using both indices. It was found that the correlation between the
��� maximum and the ���"� minimum depends on the type of the solar wind driver (Figure 5 in
Paper II): For a certain value of the ����� minimum, sheath regions are typically associated with
higher ��� values than ejecta. This study was extended in Paper III to investigate the behavior
of different magnetic indices in more detail during sheath region and magnetic cloud driven
storms.

Figure 4.1 presents a storm event on October 29–30, 2003 (the first Halloween storm).
In the sheath large amplitude ��� fluctuations are present. As a response to the sheath �����
reached –180 nT and ��� the highest possible value 9. The southward fields in the following
magnetic cloud led to a ���"� storm with the minimum value of –363 nT, and the ��� maximum
was 9–. In this thesis similar sequences, where a sheath region generates a more intense ���
storm and a less intense ����� storm than the following magnetic cloud, were found to be rather
typical. As examples see Figure 4 of Paper II and Figure 5 of Paper III. The storm period in
Figure 4.1 was associated with the largest geomagnetically induced current (GIC) measured at
Mäntsälä pipeline network since the beginning of continuous observations in November 1998.
The largest GIC value was recorded during the sheath region, not at the time of the magnetic
cloud and the big ���"� storm.
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Figure 4.1. Magnetic field magnititude (a) and the IMF � component in the GSM coordinate
system (b) measured by ACE between October 29–30, 2003. Last two panels show
����� and ��� indices. The shock is indicated by a dashed line and two solid lines
mark the boundaries of a magnetic cloud.

4.3.1 Current systems contributing to ���-�
The ring current comprises most variations in ����� , but several other current systems contribute
to ����� as well. The most important of these currents are the magnetopause current, partial
ring current, substorm current wedge and the tail current. Furthermore, ����� was developed
with the idea of a symmetric ring current. However, recent studies have shown that in the main
phase of a storm many ions do not complete the whole drift around the Earth, but are lost at the
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dayside magnetopause (e.g. Liemohn et al., 2001; Kozyra et al., 2002). These particles due not
contribute to the symmetric ring current, but their effect is included in ����� . Even up to 90%
of the energy flowing in the inner magnetosphere can be in open drift paths (Liemohn et al.,
2001). In the recovery phase the ring current becomes more symmetric as the Alfvén layer (see
Figure 3.1) expands trapping the particles in closed drift trajectories.

Moreover, the tail current and the partial ring current (see Figure 1.3) increase the as-
symmetry in ����� . A comparison of Figures 2 and 3 of Paper III indicates that during the
sheath-driven storm the ring current development is more asymmetric than during the magnetic
cloud driven storm. The largest peaks in ������� were associated with intense substorms. In
the expansion phase, the substorm electrojet adds to the westward electrojet enhancing also the
current that flows in the partial ring current. The enhanced particle precipitation into the auroral
ovals increase the contrast in conductivity between the oval and polar cap (Section 1.2.2). More
charge has to be discharged by FACs into the magnetosphere and as a consequence the strength
of the partial ring current increases (McPherron, 1991).

The work of Alexeev et al. (1996) suggests that the effect of the tail current on the storm-
time ����� may be as large as the ring current or even make a dominant contribution. Turner et
al. (2000) showed, using the Tsyganenko 1989 and 1996 magnetic field models, that the tail
current has a significant, but not a dominant effect on ���"� , about 25%. The simulation studies
by Ganushkina et al. (2004) suggest that the contribution depends on the intensity of the storm:
In the main phases of weak and moderate storms the tail current can be the dominant cause
of ���"� , but most of the ���"� depression during intense storms is due to the ring current. In the
substorm growth phase the tail current intensifies and moves earthward increasing the southward
perturbation on the ground. The disruption of the near-Earth tail current at the substorm onset
is seen as a small recovery in the ������� index (Iyemori and Rao, 1996).

4.3.2 High-latitude activity

During high magnetospheric activity the auroral oval expands equatoward and ��� can have
a significant contribution from auroral currents. ��� observatories are not equally distributed
around the Earth. Most stations are located in Western Europe and North America. As a con-
sequence the effect of a substorm that occurs during local night at the European or American
longitudes will be overestimated while the contribution will be underestimated when occurring
during the local midnight in Eastern Europe or Asia (Menvielle and Berthelier, 1991). The
uneven longitudinal distribution of stations is one possible explanation of why a large isolated
substorm can cause a large ��� value, but no response in ����� . An example is shown in Figure
2 of Paper II.

Paper III introduces examples of periods that were highly disturbed in terms of ��� and
auroral indices but quiet in terms of ����� . Several clear substorm onsets were identified. Sub-
storms were triggered by successive southward �¡  peaks with the minimum values below –10
nT and durations from 10 minutes to about 1 hour. �F¢ had values up to 2000 nT and ��� 7+.
For the event presented in Figure 4 of Paper III even the ��� criteria for an intense storm given
in Table 3.1 was fulfilled, but ���"� remained in non-storm values. These periods occurred as a
response to sheath regions.
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5 MAGNETOSPHERIC RESPONSE TO INTERPLANETARY

SHOCKS AND SHEATH REGIONS

This chapter discusses the role of the IMF fluctuations and high solar wind dynamic pressure
in controlling the coupling of the solar wind with the magnetosphere. Section 5.2 examines
sudden impulses in the tail lobe magnetic field (tail lobe SIs) associated with the solar wind
pressure enhancements (Sugiura et al., 1968; Kawano et al., 1992; Collier et al., 1998). The
results of a statistical study (Paper V) of ten events are discussed in which a spacecraft upstream
of the Earth observed a sudden pressure increase and Cluster was located in the tail lobe more
than 10 £�¤ from the Earth.

5.1 IMF FLUCTUATIONS

It has been speculated that fluctuating IMF may lead to larger magnetic storms than a steady
IMF of the same average magnitude (Kamide et al., 1997). In sheath regions the IMF typically
fluctuates several times from the south to the north while in magnetic clouds the IMF direction
changes smoothly during the time intervals of several hours.

Fluctuations in the IMF effectively trigger substorm expansion phases (Lyons, 1996).
However, the significance of substorms to storms is still a controversial topic (e.g. Kamide
et al., 1998b; Daglis et al., 2002; Daglis et al., 2003). Intense substorms occur successively
during HILDCAAs and in the recovery phases of magnetic storms without affecting ¥�¦�§ . Un-
like the prediction filters between ¨$© and the solar wind electric field that exhibit two peaks at
20 and 60 minutes (Section 1.2.4), the ¥�¦"§ injection filters show a single peak at 20 minutes
implying that the ring current injection is driven by the solar wind (McPherron, 1997). Fur-
thermore, the prediction residuals for ¨$© and ¥�¦�§ are completely uncorrelated (McPherron,
1997). In addition, superposed epoch analyzes have shown that during the storm’s main phase
substorm expansions acts to reduce ª¬«��®J¯Zª (Iyemori and Rao, 1996). However, as ¥�¦�§ and
«°�®�¯ have contributions from other current systems as well, the intensity of the ring current
may be growing, even though the magnitudes of these indices are transiently reduced (Kamide
et al., 1998b).

On the other hand, there are many ways for successive strong substorms in the storm main
phase to influence ring current dynamics. Inductive electric fields at the substorm expansion
phase can have magnitudes well exceeding those of the convective electric fields (Wygant et
al., 1998). It has been concluded by several studies that these induction electric fields are the
secondary process in transporting and accelerating ring current particles, but they cooperate
with the global convection to inject plasma energy more deeply into the magnetosphere than
the convection would alone (Kamide et al. 1998b; Daglis and Kozyra, 2002; Daglis et al. 2003;
Reeves et al., 2004). It has also been proposed that the primary role of substorm expansion
phases for storm dynamics would be the trapping of ring current particles by fluctuating the
magnetospheric electric field rather than the energy obtained through the substorm injections
(e.g., McPherron, 1997). Substorms also cause compositional changes in the near-Earth plasma
sheet. It is expected that during storms with many intense substorms in the mainphase the
plasma sheet contains more oxygen as the substorm activity is related to the enhanced outflow of
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ionospheric O ± (Daglis et al., 1994; Daglis et al. 1996). Moreover, inductive electric fields are
likely to cause the breakdown of the first adiabatic invariant for O ± ions that become accelerated
to higher energies than H ± (e.g. Daglis and Kozyra, 2002). Furthermore, it has been suggested
that the substorm injection boundary moves earthward in the course of successive substorms and
the increased O ± abundance (Kondradi et al., 1976; Rothwell et al., 1988). As a consequence
the possibility that substorms can inject ions directly onto closed drift trajectories is increased.

During the main phase of the April 2000 storm (Paper IV) eight clear electrojet activa-
tions were identified. A detailed analysis indicated that only four were typical substorms, i.e.
associated with a strong substorm electrojet, poleward and westward expansion of the mag-
netic disturbance and geostationary particle injections, which are the signatures of standard
substorms (Baker et al., 1996). The non-substorm activations were not associated with clear
injection signatures at the night-side geostationary orbit, and the disturbance propagated from
the west to east and equatowards. These activations were likely direct responses to solar wind
driving without dynamic configuration changes in the magnetotail. The two largest substorms
in the end of the main phase were associated with clear changes in solar wind and IMF.

Kamide (2001) speculated that steadily southward IMF would result in a storm without
substorm expansion phases. Particularly, magnetic clouds that are often associated with pro-
longed intervals of steady southward IMF are candidates to produce intervals of continuous
magnetospheric dissipation, where dayside and nightside flux transfer rates balance each other
in a quasi-continuous manner (Sergeev et al., 1996; Tanskanen et al., 2005). The related con-
tinuous ²$³ and ²$´ activity, such as in Figure 2 of Paper III, is directly driven. The enhanced
convection drives a strong DP-2 current system that can cause large values and rapid changes
in auroral indices without a substorm expansion phase really occurring (Lyons, 1996; Sergeev
et al., 1996). For the six magnetic clouds studied in Paper I, the µ�¶"· response was less than
expected from the ¸�¹ threshold values given in Table. 3.1. Tsurutani et al. (2004) reported a
lack of substorm expansion phases for long time periods during several magnetic cloud-driven
storms, which they suggested to be the reason for the low intensity of the storm.

During steady convection the ring current grows over the first few hours, but there is no
further increase even though the convection would continue for a longer period (Kamide et al.,
1997). Particles that are transported from the tail towards the dayside are on the open drift
paths and are lost at the dayside magnetopause. Fluctuations in the convection are necessary for
trapping ring current particles to closed drift trajectories. Evidently the timescale of fluctuations
in IMF is important. If fluctuations are very rapid (like during HILDCAAs), the large scale
convection electric field does not have time to set up properly. It would be interesting to carry
out a study of the frequency and duration of the IMF fluctuations favorable for trapping ring
current particles in a most effective way.

5.2 SOLAR WIND DYNAMIC PRESSURE

5.2.1 Dynamic pressure control of the magnetospheric dynamics

Sudden increases of solar wind pressure on the dayside magnetopause induce global effects in
the magnetosphere. The solar wind dynamic pressure controls the size of the magnetosphere and
the intensity of several magnetospheric and ionospheric current systems. During a southward
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IMF pressure pulses cause almost immediate enhancements of the ionospheric currents and the
auroral precipitation (Zesta et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2001; Boudouridis et al., 2003; Meurant
et al., 2003). When a pressure pulse propagates downstream, it compresses the magnetotail,
increasing the tail lobe magnetic field. As a consequence the tail current increases (Russell
et al., 1994a; Russell et al., 1994b). Wang et al. (2003) also pointed out that the º^»Z¼ -
drift becomes stronger and thus transports and energizes ring current particles more efficiently.
To explain the decrease of the polar cap size as a response to the solar wind pressure pulses
Boudouridis et al. (2003) suggested that the magnetotail compression significantly increases
the nightside reconnection rate.

In this thesis the magnetopause location has been determined using the empirical models
by Shue et al. (1998) (papers III, IV and V) and Petrinec and Russell (1996) (Paper V). Both
these models use the IMF ½ -component and dynamic pressure as an input, but they have differ-
ent functional form of the magnetopause and the specific dependence of the magnetopause on
the upstream solar wind conditions. Also, these models are derived from best-fits to different
magnetopause locations using different database. Under high dynamic pressure the magne-
topause is pushed beyond the geosynchronous orbit, exposing geostationary satellites directly
to the solar wind. This is most likely to happen during sheath regions. Examples of such an
intervals are presented in Paper III. On the other hand, during magnetic cloud-driven storms
such as in Figure 2 of Paper III the geostationary orbit is expected to stay inside the magne-
tosphere because of the low dynamic pressure. During the April 6–7, 2000, storm (Paper IV),
high dynamic pressure throughout the event made the solar wind-magnetosphere coupling espe-
cially strong. Magnetic field observations from geostationary satellites GOES-8 and GOES-10
(Figure 4 of Paper IV) indicate that the magnetopause was compressed inside geostationary
orbit for a period of more than six hours. The Shue et al. (1998) model underestimated the
magnetospheric compression for this event.

Among the important consequences of the high dynamic pressure are the “superdense”
plasma sheet observations at the geostationary orbit associated with exceptionally high solar
wind densities (Borovsky et al., 1997). In general the plasma sheet density correlates with the
solar wind density with time lags of about 4 hours. Several simulation studies have shown that
the inner plasma sheet density and composition significantly affect the development of the ring
current (e.g. Chen et al., 1994; Liehmon et al., 2001; Kozyra et al., 2002). Dynamic pressure
pulses are also related to the enhanced O ¾ outflow from the ionosphere (e.g. Daglis et al.,
2002). These results imply that the response of the ring current for two intervals of southward
IMF with the same duration and magnitude can vary considerably depending on the plasma
sheet conditions. For example, despite very similar southward ¿�À profiles for a sheath on Nov
6–7, 2000, and a magnetic cloud on Aug 3–4, 1997, (figures 9 and 10 of Paper I) the Á�Â�Ã"Ä
minima for the associated storms were –172 nT and –49 nT respectively. The dynamic pressure
was much higher in the sheath than in the magnetic cloud.

As one possible reason to explain the low intensity of the magnetic cloud-driven storms
Tsurutani et al. (2004) suggested the arrival of the low density magnetic cloud plasma into
the near-Earth plasma sheet. On the contrary, sheath regions continuously provide high density
plasma into the plasma sheet. Also the oxygen abundance in the plasma sheet is likely higher
during sheath regions than during magnetic clouds because sheath regions effectively trigger
intense substorms and are often associated with pressure pulses. In Paper III the strong plasma
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sheet preconditioning was proposed as an important process to enhance the geoeffectivity of
sheath regions.

As discussed in Section 3.3 the prediction efficiency of the Å�Æ�Ç models is improved when
the contribution of the dynamic pressure is included. In Paper I the Wang et al. (2003) model
was successfully applied to predict the Å�Æ"Ç development for the Nov 20–21, 2003 storm while
the O’Brien and McPherron (2000) model clearly underestimated the peak value of Å�Æ�Ç . Paper
III showed that the Å�Æ"Ç models perform better for a magnetic cloud driven storm than a sheath
driven storm. This is likely because irregular convection and strong preconditioning of the
plasma sheet results in a more complicated ring current injection pattern during sheath regions
than during magnetic clouds.

5.2.2 Magnetotail response

Two mechanisms have been established to explain sudden impulses (SIs) in the tail lobe mag-
netic field. Sugiura et al. (1968) proposed that magnetic flux is carried from the dayside to the
tail by a MHD wave resulting from the abrupt increase in solar wind dynamic pressure at the
front of the magnetosphere. Alternatively the "tail compression" model formulated by Kawano
et al., (1992) and Collier et al., (1998) suggests that a solar wind pressure enhancement com-
presses the magnetotail axisymmetrically while propagating downstream. This latter scenario
is illustrated in Figure 1 of Paper V. In the near-Earth tail, where the events investigated in this
thesis took place, the tail flaring is significant and therefore, the tail lobe magnetic pressure is
balanced approximately by the solar wind dynamic pressure.

Figure 5.1 shows the sketch of the expected changes in ÈCÉ and È$Ê in the northern tail
lobe in the GSM ËÍÌ plane due to a step-like compression in the tail radius. Also magnetic
field measurement from the Cluster FGM instrument around a tail lobe SI event on Aug 17,
2001 are presented. At this time Cluster was located at the GSM position of ÎÏËÑÐ*ÌgÐÓÒ$ÔÖÕ
ÎØ×�ÙLÚ;Û=ÜÞÝßÐ�×áàâÛãÝuä;Ð*àâÛ=ÜMÜÞÔæå�ç in the northern dawn lobe. The increase in the magnetic field mag-
nitude is due to increasing È�É . In the south lobe the field increase is due to decrease of the
initially negative È�É . In È$Ê a small positive or negative deflection is observed depending on
whether the spacecraft is located in the dawn or dusk portion of the lobe. When spacecraft
is located far from the ËÍÌ plane a negative deflection is observed in È�è . Above described
systematic changes in the magnetic field components were observed during all investigated tail
lobe SI events. Durations of the tail lobe SIs ranged between 3 and 10 minutes and the mag-
nitudes except for one event were about 45% or more of the unperturbed magnetic field value.

Collier et al. (1998) demonstrated that a Cartesian 2D model assuming a uniform magnetic
field and a step-like compression describes well the magnetic field profile and characteristic
timescales for tail lobe SIs. Collier et al. (1998) presented the model near the GSM ËéÌ plane
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Figure 5.1. The sketch of the expected changes in ê�ë and ê�ì due to the compression of the
magnetotail in the GSM íéî plane in the northern tail lobe. The tail axis is assumed
to be aligned with the í direction. Cluster FMG observations for a tail lobe SI event
on August 17, 2001 over a 12 minutes time interval are shown on right.

where the changes in the í and î components of the magnetic fields are:

ê ë ï ê$ðòñZêCóáô
õ ñ,öø÷úùüûÏ÷-ûþýÓÿ��������	��
õ ñ!ö ÷��*ùüûÏ÷-ûþý�ÿ��� ñ��Mö ÷úù ûÏ÷-ûþýÓÿ���� ���	��
 , and (5.1)

ê ì ï � ê ó ô ������
õ ñ,ö ÷��*ùüûÏ÷-û ý ÿ���� ñ��Mö ÷úù ûÏ÷-û ý ÿ��� ���	��
 , where (5.2)

� ï
�
��� and (5.3)


 ï ���
��� (5.4)

� ð is the time during which the discontinuity passes the spacecraft location. ê ð is the unper-
turbed magnetic field magnitude,

�
(
�
� ) the tail radius before (after) the compression, and

êCó$ï�ê$ð! , i.e. the total increase in the magnetic field magnitude.  ï õ � � �
" �

describes
the degree of the tail compression. � is a characteristic timescale of the observed transition
between the asymptotic states and 
 depends on the Cluster location from the tail axis. This
model is naturally applicable to other planes as well.

Paper V shows that Collier’s model clearly underestimates the increase in the magnetic
field magnitude. In the 2D case the magnetic field magnitude after the compression scales as# õ ñ$ &% while in the 3D case, assuming a symmetric compression of a circular cross section,
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it scales as ')(+*$,&-/.�0 . Using the Shue et al. (1998) model to estimate , locates nearly all
data points above the 3D model curve (Figure 12 of paper V). For the Petrinec and Russell
(1996) model, data points fall between the 3D model curve and the Collier et al. (1998) model
prediction. The Petrinec and Russell (1996) model, predicts less (larger) flared tail than the
Shue et al. (1998) model during southward IMF when the dynamic pressure is large (small).
Moreover, Nikolaeva et al. (2002) have shown that the actual boundary is more often located
closer to the Earth than predicted by the Shue et al. (1998) and Petrinec and Russell (1996)
models.

In Paper V a standard least squares fit of Collier’s model is applied to the data. The
location of Cluster out of the 132 -plane is taken into account by performing the fit in a minimum
variance coordinate system. Collier et al. (1998) used five free parameters ( 465 , 4+7 , 8)5 , 9 and:

). In Paper V a fixed value was used for
:

approximated from the magnetic field observations.
The 2D Collier model has been derived using conformal mapping (Churchill and Brown,

1990). To describe the true magnetospheric compression a 3D model with cylindrical geometry
would be ideal. The magnetotail is assumed as a cylinder having a circular step-like compres-
sion along its axis at ;+<>= . Low density tail lobes are assumed current free ( ?A@3BC<>= ) and,
consequently, the potential distribution DE'GFIH/;J- is defined by Laplace’s equation:

? 0 DE'GFIH/;J-K<L= (5.5)

The solution is sought separately in the region before the compression ( ;NMO= ) and in the region
after the compression ( ;QPR= ). The boundary conditions states that the normal component
of the magnetic field vanishes at the boundary (i.e. SUTS�V

W
VYX[Z]\ Z�^ <_= ) and that the magnetic

field approaches the asymptotic values at the infinity. It is also required that the potential is
continuous at ;3<`= . The solution of this 3D problem in circular cylindrical coordinates can
be expressed as infinite series of Bessel functions, but that defeats the purpose of having a
closed-form expression, namely to have a functional form that can be fit to the data.

If , in Eq. 5.1 is multiplied by a factor of two, the asymptotic magnetic field magnitude
becomes the same as the asymptotic value in the 3D compression in the limit of small , , i.e.
')(�acbd,e-)4 5 . When standard least squares fitting is performed on the data, these two cases give
the same profile. The Collier et al. (1998) model, with the few modifications discussed above,
describes the behavior of the magnetic field maximum variance component very well.

The good knowledge of the upstream solar wind conditions allowed to perform timing
considerations between the shock observation at WIND/Geotail and the time of the midpoint
( 8 5 ) of the SI transition at Cluster. Assuming the shock as a plane propagating along its normal,
the differences between the calculated and observed time delays were small. The propagation
speeds of the SI disturbance between two Cluster spacecraft were estimated using time delays
and the time-lagged cross-correlation analysis between the 4+f profiles. The obtained speeds
were of the order the solar wind speed indicating that the SI disturbance propagates at much
lower speed than the magnetosonic speed in the magnetosphere ( Pg(U=	=	= km/s). In addition
Cluster plasma observation were utilized to study the motion of the magnetopause for the events
when Cluster was located close to the tail boundary before the compression. The velocity data
showed that the magnetopause was indeed compressed towards Cluster at the time of the sudden
impulse transition.

These results suggest that at least most of the magnetic field increase during tail lobe SIs
is due to the pressure increase in the magnetosheath that compresses the tail radius. The inward
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moving magnetopause launches a compressive wave that propagates faster in the magnetosphere
than the pressure discontinuity in the magnetosheath (Fairfield et al., 2003). As a consequence
the magnetopause bulges out ahead of the pressure increase. Thus, the initial signal of the SI
in tail lobes is likely transmitted by MHD waves, but, as shown by Kim et al. (2004), this only
results in a small perturbation in the magnetic field components before the start of the main SI
event. The mechanism suggested by Sugiura et al. (1998) was based on a single event study
using the time delay between the solar wind shock and start time of the SI transition in the lobe.
However, magnetic field lines have to bend to fit into the constricted region (Figure 5.1) and the
field changes are observed well before the actual pressure discontinuity reaches the location of
the spacecraft.
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6 DISCUSSION

This work has investigated the Sun-Earth connection, focusing on the magnetospheric response
to different types of solar wind structures. As shown in this thesis and by several previous
studies the intense magnetic storms are almost always CME related. The interplanetary coun-
terpart of a CME consists of two distinct regions that can both be geoeffective: the sheath and
the ejecta. The previous extensive statistical studies about the solar wind causes of magnetic
storms (Gosling et al., 1991; Richardson et al., 2001) have not separated the influence of these
structures on the hji!k development in the storm main phase. The careful separation of the
contribution from the sheath and the ejecta has been one of the main objectives of this thesis.

As a shock extends well beyond the ejecta driving it, the Earth is encountered more fre-
quently with sheath regions than with ejecta. It was found in Paper III that sheath regions caused
almost half of all intense and big hli!k storms between 1997–2002. However, magnetic clouds
seem to be the primary cause of the strongest hli!k storms ( hji!knm�onp	q	q nT) that occur only a
few times in solar cycle. In solar cycle 23, five of the six storms when hli�k went below –300
took place in the declining activity phase. Probably, at this period the Sun has more time to
produce strong magnetic field structures than during solar maximum years.

Distinguishing between the sheath and the magnetic cloud has an important predictive
purpose: The southward fields in a sheath and a magnetic cloud are fundamentally of different
origin. In a sheath the perturbation in r+s depends on the relative motion between the ejecta and
the ambient solar wind while the field configuration in a magnetic cloud is primarily determined
by conditions at the Sun. The systematic solar cycle variations in the topology of magnetic
clouds have now been confirmed for three solar cycles (Bothmer and Rust, 1997; Bothmer and
Schwenn, 1998; Mulligan et al., 1998; Paper I). The ascending activity phase is characterized
by a clear dominance of the south-to-north (north-to-south) rotation within the cloud during
odd (even) numbered solar cycles. During the high activity years and in the declining phase
a mixture of both types of clouds is observed. Results for solar cycles 21-22 (Mulligan et al.,
1998) suggest that also the axial inclination of magnetic clouds evolves with the solar cycle.
However, in this work no clear trend in the orientation of magnetic clouds was found in this
thesis. The geoeffectivity of a magnetic cloud depends greatly on its inferred flux rope type.
For example, all south-type magnetic clouds identified in this work drove a magnetic storm
from which more than half were intense storms. On the other hand, north-type clouds did not
cause storms, but their sheath fields were geoeffective in many cases. Furthermore, for the
exact timing of the storm it is important to know whether the storm is caused by sheath fields,
by southward fields in the leading part of the cloud or by southward fields in the trailing part of
the cloud.

The other motive for separate the effect of a sheath and a magnetic cloud is the different
behavior of the solar wind parameters that mainly control the coupling within these structures.
In a sheath the IMF changes are irregular while in a magnetic cloud the IMF direction changes
smoothly. The dynamic pressure is typically much higher in a sheath region than in a mag-
netic cloud. One of the main results of this thesis was that the responses of the teu and hji!k
indices depend on the type of the solar wind driver (Papers II and III). Sheath regions typi-
cally induce storms with high tvu values relative to w hli�k!w . This suggests different response of
magnetospheric and ionospheric current systems as magnetic indices are derived from the set
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of magnetometer stations at different geomagnetic latitudes. Thus, when discussing geoeffec-
tivity, one should be specific as to what magnetic activity indices are used. For space weather
predictions the different response of indices has practical significance. xvy is often used as an
input parameter to the predictive models, e.g. in the Tsyganenko model.

The main criteria for a magnetic storm to occur are prolonged periods of intense southward
IMF, but several recent studies have highlighted the importance of solar wind dynamic pressure
and IMF fluctuations for the solar wind-magnetosphere coupling (Zesta et al., 2000; Kamide,
2001; Zhou et al., 2001; Boudouridis et al., 2003; Meurant et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2003). Solar
wind dynamic pressure controls the plasma sheet density, the size of the magnetosphere and the
magnitude of the several current systems. Fluctuations in IMF trigger substorms and trap ring
current particles in closed drift trajectories. Although the global magnetospheric convective
electric field is the main mechanism for energizing and transporting ions to the ring current
region, intense substorms in the storm main phase are likely to have a significant influence
on storm dynamics, e.g., through geostationary particle injections, trapping particles to closed
drift trajectories, enhanced outflow of ionospheric O z and non-adiabatic acceleration of O z
ions. It seems that high dynamic pressure and IMF fluctuations within sheath regions lead
to particularly strong solar wind-magnetosphere coupling and stronger magnetic storms than
intervals of the steady IMF of the same average magnitude and low dynamic pressure. As an
example of a big sheath-driven storm, the magnetospheric response during the April 6–7 event
was studied in detail in Paper IV. When the IMF fluctuations in the sheath are too rapid for the
ring current build-up, they can generate intense high-latitude activity for several hours. Some
of these periods that are quiet in terms of {l|�} would be classified as intense magnetic storms in
terms of xvy and auroral indices.

The response of the magnetosphere to interplanetary shocks and pressure enhancements
is global and almost immediate. The compression of the magnetosphere increases the magne-
topause current, tail current and ionospheric currents. Paper V demonstrates that sudden im-
pulses in the tail lobe magnetic field are caused by downstream propagating solar wind pressure
enhancements that compress the magnetotail axisymmetrically. Because of the very high Alfvén
speed in tail lobes the magnetotail remains in a constant equilibrium. The sudden changes in the
magnetospheric field, especially during southward IMF, are likely to influence tail dynamics.

In this work storm dynamics were studied based on different magnetic indices only. As
{l|!} has a significant contribution from several other current systems, it can give a false idea
of the real ring current development. Furthermore the ring current is highly asymmetric in the
main phase of a storm. Especially sheath-driven storms are likely to have a large contribution
from the substorm associated current systems in {l|�} . It would be interesting to compare the
ring current response to sheath regions and magnetic clouds, e.g., by using the Energetic Neutral
Atom (ENA) images that provide a global and time-dependent view on ion population in the
magnetosphere (Reeves et al., 2004).

A basic defining property of a magnetic storm is the intensified ring current, whose effects
are primarily observed at low latitudes. A concept of magnetosperic activity, however, covers a
much wider set of phenomena, including, for example, substorms that are manifested mainly at
high latitudes and enhancements of relativistic electron in the outer radiation belts (e.g., Baker et
al., 1993). These different manifestations of magnetospheric activity do not necessarily occur
concurrently and they are best correlated with different types of solar wind structures. Rela-
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tivistic electrons are related to high speed streams that usually drive only weak or moderate
storms in terms of ~l��� and they occur most frequently during the declining solar activity phase.
Magnetospheric response to sheath regions is most clearly observed at the high-latitudes, where
they cause rapid changes in ionospheric currents and electric fields which are related to vivid
auroral displays and strong geomagnetically induced currents. In addition, high dynamic pres-
sure within a sheath can push the magnetopause inside geostationary orbit for several hours.
Magnetic clouds are likely to produce intervals of relatively steady energy dissipation without
significant configurational changes in the magnetosphere.

The significance of magnetic clouds was highlighted in the declining phase, when sev-
eral strong and well-defined magnetic clouds were observed at 1 AU and associated with major
magnetic storms. The observations of a filament and surrounding coronal fields provide a pre-
dictive tool for a topology of a magnetic cloud (e.g., McAllister et al., 2001). On the other
hand, the importance of sheath regions in causing intense and big magnetic storms and strong
high-latitude activity makes the lack of a practical method to predict the ��� perturbation in
the sheath a severe drawback for space weather forecasting. The identification between the dif-
ferent solar wind drivers is necessary for more reliable space weather forecasts and it helps to
distinguish what type of space weather disturbances are to be expected.
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ACRONYMS

ACRONYMS

ACE Advanced Composition Explorer spacecraft�j�
auroral electrojet index�������

asymmetric component in �����>�
AW angular width
AU astronomical unit
bipolar MC IMF � component changes sign during the passage of a magnetic cloud
CME coronal mass ejection
DP-2 two-cell ionospheric convection pattern�j�!�

ring current index�j�!���
pressure corrected �j�!�

ENA energetic neutral atom
FAC field aligned current
GSM geocentric solar magnetospheric coordinate system
GSE geocentric solar ecliptic coordinate system
HILDCAA high-intensity long-duration continuous auroral activity
ICME interplanetary coronal mass ejections
IMF interplanetary magnetic field�3�

global 3-h range index
LASCO Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph
MHD magnetohydrodynamics
MVA minimum variance analysis
PA position angle
R � Solar radii
R � Earth radii
R1 Region 1 current
R2 Region 2 current
SOHO Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
SI sudden impulse
SSC strom sudden commencement�������

1-min �l���
SW solar wind
unipolar MC IMF � component maintains the same sign during the passage of a magnetic
cloud
UT Univeral time
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